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Abstract
This project reexamines field notes and artifacts from a Works Progress Administration
excavation of the Picnic Mound (8Hi3), a Safety Harbor-period burial mound located in
Hillsborough County, Florida. The goals are to reconstruct burial practices digitally using a
Geographic Information Systems approach to test Ripley Bullen’s model of Woodland and
Safety Harbor burial practices, and demonstrate ways that modern technologies can be used to
provide new information from past investigations. This thesis also presents new information
from a pXRF study about prehistoric ceramic manufacturing in the Tampa Bay area, and
discusses additional archaeological resources associated with the Picnic Mound. This thesis also
illustrates new ways that archaeological materials can be analyzed and exhibited using threedimensional laser scanning.
Results from the GIS modeling show that burial practices were varied, and cannot be
used to assign temporal placement to burial mounds within the Safety Harbor period, as
proposed by Bullen. This research illustrates the value of returning to extant archaeological
collections and field notes to test models of past human lifeways in a manner that is nondestructive. Information derived from the technologies used for my research can be shared
digitally among researchers and can be used to develop materials for public education and
furthers additional research efforts.
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Chapter One: Introduction and Research Goals

Introduction
The Tampa Bay area is one of the most archaeologically-investigated regions of Florida.
This is in part due to the Works Progress Administration (WPA) “make work” program enacted
by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in the 1930s to provide millions of unemployed Americans
financial relief during the Great Depression. Employing people for the construction of parks and
roads was a major focus of the WPA, but there were many smaller projects that employed people
doing art, music, and archaeology, particularly in the South and including parts of Florida.
Between 1935 and 1938 nine aboriginal burial mounds and two domiciliary sand mounds were
excavated in Hillsborough County, Florida, under the auspices of the WPA (Figure 1.1). Picnic
Mound (8Hi3), a burial mound excavated under the supervision of J. Clarence Simpson, was one
of the eleven Hillsborough County projects and it is the focus of this thesis.
Although the WPA excavations are not considered methodologically rigorous by today’s
standards, artifact collections and field notes from this work have provided important
information that has contributed to our knowledge of cultural development and chronologies in
several regions of the United States (Haag 1985:278). In Florida, data collected through the
Hillsborough County WPA investigations were initially used by Gordon Willey (1949) to
describe several key aboriginal cultural periods, including Safety Harbor, in his seminal
publication Archeology of the Florida Gulf Coast.
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Figure 1.1. Locations of archaeological sites investigated by the WPA in Hillsborough County
Florida (sources: Hillsborough County Government GIS, Florida Master Site File [FMSF], and
Florida Department of Environmental Protection[FDEP]).
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The most comprehensive dissemination of the results of these investigations was a report
written by Ripley P. Bullen and published for The Florida Geological Survey in 1952. This
report, titled Eleven Archeological Sites in Hillsborough County, Florida, is a general summary
of field notes and artifact collections. As Bullen (1952:1) notes, this report was critical to
salvaging the knowledge derived from the WPA excavations, which would have otherwise likely
been lost. As Florida archaeology has matured, numerous archaeologists have further
characterized and refined what is meant by the Weeden Island and Safety Harbor cultural
periods. Through this work, information derived from the Hillsborough County WPA
excavations has played variable roles.
Research Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are the following: to revisit the original WPA field notes and
artifacts to document the observed burial practices at Picnic Mound, and to demonstrate the
value of returning to museum collections and existing field notes with modern technologies to
derive new information without the need for further excavation or destructive analyses. The
documentation utilizes modern digital technologies such as Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), and portable X-Ray Fluorescence (pXRF). The benefit
of digital methods is that they allow data to be presented, analyzed, and shared with other
researchers and the public in ways not previously possible. Another objective of this thesis is to
make the Picnic Mound field notes and images of artifacts from the burial mound available to
archaeologists and the public. Simpson’s unpublished field notes are presented in Appendices A
and C.
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Thesis Question
As Ripley P. Bullen (1952:84) notes, “Data from WPA excavations in Hillsborough
County support chronologies otherwise established and give us our first good information on the
burial habits of the inhabitants during Weeden Island and early Safety Harbor times.” From these
data Bullen (1952:82-84) proposed a burial deposition model in which bundle burials gradually
replaced flexed burials over time, with bundled burials occurring on average at shallower depths
than flexed. Bullen’s model, therefore, implies that burial type can be used to infer a mound’s
temporal placement.
Bullen is correct that the WPA excavations are an important source of data concerning
the aboriginal burial habits of the Tampa Bay area, but data from several Safety Harbor sites
appear to contradict his model (Mitchem 1988:101). Bullen’s model specifically mentions
Thomas, Picnic, and Jones mounds as showing a correlation between Weeden Island pottery
types and flexed burials, and then bundle burials and Safety Harbor pottery types and triangular
projectile points. The change of burial practices was inferred by Bullen to have occurred during
the Weeden Island period, but this does not appear to be the case at Picnic Mound.
My guiding research question can be stated as follows: To what extent do burial practices
at Picnic Mound support or challenge Bullen’s model? This question is addressed using a
research design that proceeds by 1) presenting existing burial data in new ways using modern
digital technologies to demonstrate variation in burial practices through the mound’s use; 2)
summarizing the burial data and artifacts to place the mound temporally and spatially within the
Safety Harbor cultural period; and 3) synthesizing Picnic Mound research to interpret potential
spheres of prehistoric interaction.
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Thesis Overview and Chapter Objectives
This thesis is essentially a reexamination of previously-collected excavation data from
Picnic Mound to provide a more representative characterization of Safety Harbor burial practices
at this location than has been reported. It is expected that this reexamination provides insight into
the development of local mortuary practices and regional interaction.
Chapter 2 provides an environmental and cultural background. This chapter begins with
an overview of the environmental setting and a discussion of how anthropogenic impacts have
modified the landscape of the mound’s location. This section is followed by a general culture
history review of the Tampa Bay area.
Chapter 3 begins with an overview of the WPA excavations at Picnic Mound including a
summary of excavation techniques, documentation methods and the types of burial forms and
artifacts that were encountered. This chapter also includes new unpublished information about
the Picnic Mound site derived from a recent University of South Florida investigation. The
chapter ends with a discussion of the dataset used for this thesis, the types of data and research
methods that were used, and limitations of the dataset.
Chapter 4 presents my reanalysis of the Picnic Mound data. This reanalysis draws on
descriptive data of burial excavations to recreate digitally the spatial organization of burial
practices using GIS technology.
Chapter 5 provides an overview of the Picnic Mound artifact assemblage and synthesizes
extant research on certain objects recovered through excavation. It also discusses the results of a
chemical composition analysis of selected ceramic artifacts. The chemical characterization study
conducted for this thesis provides new data concerning the manufacture and distribution of
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Safety Harbor mortuary ceramics, and shows how nondestructive methods can be used in
combination to provide new insights derived from previously collected data.
Chapter 6 discusses the results of the reanalysis of the WPA data and artifacts, and
provides an interpretation of burial practices at Picnic Mound. The chapter also discusses the role
of digital technologies for future research as well as directions for future Safety Harbor research
in the greater Tampa Bay area.
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Chapter Two: Environmental and Cultural Background

Description of the Alafia River System and the South Prong Alafia River
The Alafia River originates primarily from two major tributaries, its North Prong and its
South Prong. Picnic Mound (8Hi3) is located on the south bank of Hurrah Creek, a tributary of
the South Prong Alafia River (Figure 2.1). The confluence of the North Prong and South Prong
Alafia Rivers forms the headwaters of main Alafia River, which meanders westward for
approximately 24 miles, emptying into Hillsborough Bay (Southwest Florida Water Management
District [SWFWMD] 2001). The Alafia River , North Prong Alafia River, and South Prong
Alafia River form the Alafia River system, which drains approximately 1088 km2 (420 mi2 )
southeastern Hillsborough and southwestern Polk Counties (Lewelling 2003:33).
Areas within the Alafia River system have been extensively altered by human activity, in
particular from phosphate mining, agriculture, and development (Collin et al. 2014). While this
activity has impacted the natural landscape, there are areas that remain relatively unaltered.
Undisturbed areas are largely in close proximity to hydrologic features and floodplain. These
areas support natural communities that include Baygall, Bottomland Forest, Floodplain Swamp,
Upland Mixed Forest, and Xeric Hammock (Florida Department of Environmental Protection
[FDEP] 2004:12)
The South Prong Alafia River area is a riverine forest ecosystem (Clewell 1999). The
dominant environment of this system is bottomland forest, which is found adjacent to the river.
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Figure 2.1. GIS map of the Alafia River System (sources: FDEP, Hillsborough County
Government GIS, and FMSF).
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This natural community is characterized by a closed canopy of mixed deciduous or mixed
deciduous/evergreen hardwoods and diverse undergrowth. Additionally, floodplain swamps
dominated by Nyssa biflora (swamp tupelo) and Acer rubrum (red maple) can also be found in
areas immediately adjacent to the South Prong Alafia River. Typically, cypress would be a
characteristic of floodplain swamp in other locations throughout Florida, but it is absent from the
original vegetation at this location, as noted by Clewell et al. (1982). This absence of cypress is
probably very recent, as cypress knees were exposed at the base of the Picnic Mound during
excavation (Bullen 1952; Anonymous [J. Clarence Simpson] 1939:61). Natural communities
found at higher elevations include scrub, upland mixed forest, xeric hammock, and pine
flatwoods. Together they form a diverse landscape of wetland and upland habitats that supports a
wide range of plant and animal populations (SWFWMD 2001, 6-2).
The Alafia River system is located within two physiographic regions (Figure 2.2), the
Gulf Coastal Lowlands and the Polk Upland (White 1970). The Gulf Coastal Lowlands is a
relatively flat plain that gently slopes upward to the east to the border with the Polk Upland
physiographic province. The Polk Upland soils consist of deep, loose quartz sands that overlie
mostly impermeable clastics (SWFWMD 2001:2-4). Elevations within the Polk Upland range
from 100 to 130 feet above mean sea level. Lying beneath much of the Polk Upland is the
phosphate rich Bone Valley formation (White 1970:133), which covers a large area of westcentral peninsular Florida. Bone Valley deposits generally consist of a blanket of quartz sand that
covers phosphatic sediments (Pirkle et al. 1967:240). In some areas deposits of the quartz sand
results from in situ weathering, and in other areas deposits are wind-blown. Marine sands can
also be found in the Bone Valley Formation, as a result of changes in sea level during the
Pleistocene or other late Cenozoic epochs (Pirkle et al. 1967:240).
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Figure 2.2. Map of the physiographic regions of the Alafia watershed (sources: SWFWMD,
Hillsborough County Government GIS, and FMSF).
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The Polk Upland and the Bone Valley Formation overlie the limestone bedrock of the
Hawthorne Group, which consists of the Arcadia Formation and the Peace River Formation. The
Bone Valley Formation is a member of the Peace River Formation (Randazzo and Jones
1997:60). Hawthorne Group bedrock developed from marine deposits during the early and/or
middle Miocene age (Pirkle et al. 1967:238). Deposits consist of phosphatic clays, sands,
limestones, and dolomites.
Soils found in the Alafia River system vary across the area. In upland areas of the
northern and southern portions of the watershed, primary soil groups are predominantly the
Myakka-Basinger-Holopaw association (SWFWMD 2001:2-5). These soils are characterized as
nearly level poorly drained or very poorly drained, and as having sandy or loamy subsoil, or
being sandy throughout. Primary soil groups in the Brandon/Bloomingdale area are CandlerLake association. These soil types are characterized as nearly level to strongly sloping
excessively drained soils that are sandy throughout. Primary soil groups along the Alafia River
and its major tributaries are Winder-Chobee-St. Johns association. These soil types are
characterized as nearly level poorly drained or very poorly drained soils that have loamy or
sandy subsoil.
Prior to modern land-altering activities, the environmental diversity of the South Prong
Alafia River would have supported populations of many different species of birds, mammals,
reptiles, and fish (Hemmings 1975:42), which would have provided excellent resources for
aboriginal populations. Archaeological surveys have identified more than 100 sites in the South
Prong area (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Map of archaeological sites in the vicinity of the South Prong River. White sandy
areas are from phosphate mining activity (sources: FDEP, SWFWMD and FMSF).
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Many of these archaeological sites are low-density lithic scatters dating to the Archaic period.
Interestingly, as Hemmings (1975:49) notes, there are no sources of suitable lithic material for
tool-making found within the immediate area of the South Prong River basin, which suggests
that much of the early human activity in this area was related to seasonal short-term hunting and
gathering.
Only nine of the sites located in the vicinity of the South Prong Alafia River have been
associated with the Woodland and Safety Harbor cultural periods. This low number of later sites
likely does not reflect actual use of this area during these periods, as much of this area has been
so heavily impacted by modern development, which would have destroyed many archaeological
sites (Collins at al. 2014). Additionally, the west side of the South Prong, to this day, has had
minimal archaeological survey, which can be seen in figure 2.3 by the lack of recorded
archaeological resources.
Culture History
West-central peninsular Florida has been inhabited by human societies for approximately
12,000 years (Table 2.1). Through time, aboriginal peoples developed different subsistence and
settlement practices in response to changing environmental and cultural landscapes. Two
important characteristics of cultural development in the Tampa Bay area that can be seen
archaeologically are pottery and burial practices, which are studied to gain a greater
understanding of social behavior and cultural interaction through time and space.
This chapter section provides a brief summary of the culture history of the Greater Tampa
Bay area and the development of pottery and burial practices through the Safety Harbor period.
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Table 2.1. Archaeological Time Periods for West Central Peninsular Florida.
Time Period
Early Woodland
Middle
Woodland
Late Woodland
Mississippian

Archaeological Culture
in Central Peninsular Florida
Early Manasota
Late Manasota

Date

Characteristics

500 B.C –A.D. 300
A.D. 300-700

More Coastal Settlements
Mound Burial

A.D. 700-1000
Safety Harbor

A.D. 1000-1400

Construction of Temple Mounds

The Manasota Period
Manasota, which derives its name from Manatee and Sarasota counties, refers to a
distinct Woodland- period cultural expression observed along Florida’s central Gulf coast (Russo
and Quitmyer 2008:239). First described by George M. Luer and Marion M. Almy (1979, 1982),
this archaeological culture is recognized by a number of notable traits that distinguishes it from
earlier Archaic cultural practices. Although there are archaeologically visible differences,
Manasota people also maintained continuity in coastal lifeways that were firmly in place in the
central Gulf Coast region of Florida by the Late Archaic period (Milanich 1994:222).
Throughout Florida, during the Middle Archaic period (6000-3000 B.C.) populations
apparently became increasingly focused on exploiting aquatic resources, including estuarine
environments (Saunders and Russo 2011:1). This shift towards a greater utilization of aquatic
resources is likely associated with changing environmental conditions, which resulted in a
greater amount of surface water such as wetlands and rivers (Austin et al. 2008:10) as the
Pleistocene ended and sea levels rose and backed up river mouths.
By the Late Archaic period environmental conditions stabilized and populations
throughout the state were exploiting a wide-range of resources including fish and shellfish
(Milanich 1994:85). The practice of making pottery first appeared at this time. Early pottery was
14

crafted from naturally-occurring clays that were mixed or tempered with plant fibers. Fibertempered pottery is an important temporal marker to identify Late Archaic sites. Through time
movement away from fiber tempering to tempering with other agents such as sand and crushed
shell is a notable trait of material culture used to divide the Late Archaic period from the
subsequent Woodland and Mississippian periods.
Today the most salient evidence remaining of the Manasota people are the many shell
middens and mounds found along coastal areas of Florida’s central Gulf Coast. Coastal
Manasota sites range from small discrete shell middens to large deposits of shell covering several
acres (Luer and Almy 1982:39). In many cases shell deposits are positioned linearly forming a
ridge parallel to the shoreline. Large Manasota shell middens and mounds are generally found on
the mainland or adjacent islands in areas accessible to estuaries and pine flatwoods (Luer and
Almy 1982:40). These sites are interpreted as permanently-inhabited village locations, whereas
the smaller middens are generally believed to have been seasonal collection sites or short term
villages (Russo and Quitmyer 2008:243). Small seasonal villages can also be found in pine
flatwoods in areas with close proximity to freshwater and a diversity of natural communities.
Inland Manasota sites are generally interpreted as special-use sites, and often will contain a
greater amount of lithic material than is found in coastal areas.
Archaeological investigations of shell middens indicate that Manasota people engaged in
economic strategies that included fishing, hunting, and shellfish-gathering. These strategies are
evident from the broad range of faunal remains from aquatic and terrestrial species recovered
through archaeological investigations. The remains of deer, rabbit, opossum, and wolf from
coastal shell midden sites show that Manasota people were not strictly reliant on marine
resources, but exploited interior uplands.
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Manasota ceramics are generally undecorated sand-tempered wares, often referred to by
archaeologists as Sand-Tempered Plain (STP). This pottery type is recognized in plain sherds
tempered with moderate to large amounts of quartz sand, which are generally black to gray in
color, but can also be brown, red and buff (Luer and Almy 1980:207). The dominant vessel
styles of the Early Manasota cultural period are flattened globular bowls and pots with inwardcurving rims and chamfered or rounded lips (Luer and Almy 1982:44). The wall thickness of
Early Manasota vessels is often more than 1cm, but by A.D. 400 Manasota pottery became
slightly thinner. The dominant vessel styles of the Late Manasota period changed to simple pots
with straight walls and rounded or flattened lips and simple bowls with outward-curving rims
and flattened lips.
Throughout the Manasota period, marine shell was relied upon heavily for the
manufacture of a wide variety of tools. Shell hammers made from Strombus and Busycon shell
are common artifacts found at Manasota shell middens. Other common shell tools include
spoons, celts, pounders, scrapers, plummets, net weights, and digging implements. Busycon
shells were also crafted into gorgets, and Oliva shells into beads. Tools manufactured from
faunal bone are also common finds at coastal Manasota sites. These tools include projectile
points, awls, barbs, and pins. Lithic tool manufacturing was the least developed industry of the
Manasota people, as it is relatively uncommon to find stone tools at coastal Manasota sites,
probably because of the lack of nearby lithic raw materials.
Early Manasota burial practices can be characterized as primary flexed interments in shell
midden debris without accompanying grave goods. Beginning around A.D. 200 Manasota people
began to construct continuous-use burial mounds (Luer and Almy 1982:46). The mode of burial
in these early mounds continued to be primary flexed interments. Over time, Manasota people
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began to include plain sand-tempered potsherds in the mound fill, probably scraped up with soil
from nearby domestic areas during mound construction, but seldom were ceramics or other grave
goods directly associated with specific burials.
Delineation between Early Manasota and Late Manasota is archaeologically visible by
the presence of ornately-decorated pottery of the Weeden Island-series types in mortuary
context, as well as a shift toward secondary bundle burials. Weeden Island refers to a widespread
Middle-to-Late Woodland cultural manifestation that is geographically centered in northern
Florida and southern Georgia and Alabama. Late Manasota is a local Late Woodland culture that
adopted aspects of burial practices associated with more northerly Woodland populations, which
provides insight into the interaction between central peninsular Florida and the lower
southeastern United States. Today archaeologists working in the Manasota culture region often
refer to the Late Manasota period as the Weeden Island-related phase of the Manasota culture
due to the inclusion of Weeden Island ceramics found in Manasota burial mounds (Luer and
Almy 1982:47).
The Safety Harbor Period
Proceeding out of the Manasota/Weeden Island Middle Woodland period, the Safety
Harbor culture is the local variant of the widespread Mississippian cultures north of Tampa Bay,
yet it retains aspects of the earlier Weeden Island-related adaptation (Milanich 1994:412). This
period can be described as a time of increased political complexity as populations grew and
interacted with others in the southeastern United States. Although not including all the practices
of mainstream Mississippian culture, the Safety Harbor people participated in certain ritual
aspects of the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (King 2007). The Safety Harbor culture, named
for an archaeological site on Tampa Bay that consists of a temple mound, burial mound, and
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marine shell middens, occupied a geographic region from the Withlacoochee River north of
Tampa Bay south to Charlotte Harbor.
Temporally, the Safety Harbor culture period, as proposed by Mitchem (1989, 2012:174)
can be subdivided into two pre-Columbian phases and two Spanish Contact phases. These phases
are defined by the presence or absence of European items and certain aboriginal ceramic types.
Together these phases represent a span of approximately 800 years (A.D. 900 to 1725). The first
phase, Englewood, represents the transitional period between the Late Manasota/Weeden Island
and Safety Harbor and is archaeologically recognized by the presence of Englewood Incised,
Sarasota Incised, and Lemon Bay Incised pottery types (Mitchem 1989:558, Willey 1949: 470475). The proposed beginning for the Englewood Phase is A.D. 900, but as Mitchem (1989)
notes it is difficult to estimate an end for this phase due to the paucity of data.
The second phase, referred to as Pinellas, represents the late pre-Columbian expression of
the Safety Harbor culture period, and is archaeologically recognized by the absence of
Englewood Incised and Sarasota Incised pottery types, and the presence of Safety Harbor
Incised, Pinellas Incised, and Point Washington Incised pottery types (Mitchem 1989:562). In
the Tampa Bay area, there is a notable shift in utilitarian ware to Pinellas Plain from the sandtempered wares used by Manasota peoples. Unlike sand-tempered plain, Pinellas Plain can have
a wide variety of pastes, including granular, contorted, and laminated, and is usually gray in
color, but can also be brown (Luer and Almy 1980:209). Small amounts of Pinellas Plain can be
found in Late Woodland sites, but this pottery type is especially common at Safety Harbor sites.
The Pinellas Phase begins around A.D. 1000 and terminates around A.D. 1500, with initial
European contact.
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The third phase, named Tatham is archaeologically recognized by the appearance of
items of European origin. Aboriginal pottery during this phase appears to be the same types used
during the earlier Pinellas Phase (Mitchem 1989:564). The Tatham Phase begins around A.D.
1500 with the first entrants of the Old World peoples on the Gulf Coast and is proposed to end at
A.D. 1567 with the first visit of Pedro Menendez de Aviles to the town of Tocobaga on Tampa
Bay (Mitchem 1989:565).
The fourth phase, Bayview, is recognized by the growing intensity of European contact
and the breakdown of the Safety Harbor culture. Archaeologically, this phase is characterized by
a wide variety of glass beads found at Safety Harbor sites not seen during the preceding Tatham
Phase (Mitchem 1989:566). As noted by Mitchem (1989:565), the ending dates for the Bayview
phase likely differ by area, but 1725 is a good termination point since most of west-peninsular
Florida was inhabited by the non-native Seminoles by this time.
Geographically, the Safety Harbor Culture area is largely defined by the distribution of
mounds that contain Safety Harbor ceramics (Milanich 1994:392). Across this region, the Safety
Harbor people shared aspects of ideology and possibly social and political organization, but there
are notable differences in economic strategies. Five major regional variants were first proposed
by Mitchem (1989) based on varying lifeways and environmental settings (Milanich 1994:392,
but the South Florida variant was withdrawn (Mitchem 2012:174). The four recognized variants
include Northern Safety Harbor, Circum-Tampa Bay, South- Central, and Inland.
The Northern Safety Harbor region includes Pasco, Hernando, and Citrus Counties.
Settlements in this area appear to be residential sites and isolated mounds. People living in this
region utilized both freshwater and marine resources for subsistence. It is likely that hunting was
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also an important subsistence strategy in this area. Common village ceramics include Pasco
Plain, St. John’s Check Stamped, St. Johns Plain, and cord-marked wares (Milanich 1994:392).
The Circum-Tampa Bay variant is the most archaeologically understood sub-region of
the Safety Harbor culture (Milanich 1994:394). This variant can be characterized by an economy
based on hunting, gathering, fishing, and shellfish gathering. Safety Harbor sites in this area are
more concentrated in coastal areas, but there are a number of sites located inland. Sites located in
coastal areas tend to be much larger and more complex than inland sites. Coastal sites can
include features such as flat-topped temple mounds, extensive shell midden deposits, burial
mounds, and associated village areas (Mitchem 2012:176).
During the Safety Harbor period, there were possibly as many as 15 to 20 temple mounds
in the Tampa Bay area (Luer and Almy 1981:127). Unfortunately many of these mounds have
been destroyed, but several early investigators of Florida archaeology recorded measurements
and descriptions of them. Safety Harbor political organization is not well understood, but some
researchers suggest that each platform mound-village complex may have functioned as an
independent political unit (Milanich 1994:398).
Away from the coast, sites tend to be small villages with single burial mounds and/or
discrete burial mounds. In fact, as Mitchem (1988:104) suggests, in many cases burial mounds
may have been intentionally located away from habitation areas. Picnic Mound may be an
exception, as it is an inland Safety Harbor site that appears to have a village area close to the
mound. Another possibility is that due to limited archaeological investigation, village areas
associated with burial mounds may not have been identified.
In contrast to the Northern Safety Harbor region, village ceramic assemblages are
dominated by Pinellas Plain (Mitchem 2012:176). In terms of material culture, differences in
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utilitarian pottery are the most distinctive. As with the other Safety Harbor variants Pinellas
projectile points are a commonly-recovered diagnostic artifact. At coastal sites, shell tool
assemblages demonstrate continuity with the earlier Manasota-Weeden Island period.
The South-Central variant, originally referred to by Mitchem as the Manasota Safety
Harbor, is found in Manatee, Sarasota, and Charlotte Counties (Milanich 1994:400). Like the
Circum-Tampa Bay variant, the South-Central Safety Harbor people heavily utilized marine
resources, and the majority of Safety Harbor sites in this region are located near the coast.
Utilitarian pottery is sand-tempered plain with small amounts of Pinellas Plain and Belle Glade
Plain (Mitchem 1989:575-576). Belle Glade pottery is recognized by sherds that contain small
quantities of fine sand, and usually have a mottled gray and light gray coloration, but can also be
black, white, or reddish (Luer and Almy 1980:212). Decorated wares include Englewood Incised
and Safety Harbor Incised.
The final variant proposed by Mitchem includes inland areas that can be found in Polk,
Hardee, Desoto, and possibly part of Highlands County (Mitchem 1989:576). Safety Harbor
research has been focused on large coastal sites, making the Inland variant the least understood,
and the boundary subject to change as new information becomes available. Given the distance to
the coast, the Picnic Mound can be included in this variant. Settlements in this area are dispersed
and single isolated burial mounds appear to be typical. Pottery recovered from mortuary context
resembles a variant of Safety Harbor Incised found in the other regions, and it appears that
bottles and collared jars were the preferred vessel form. Excavations at the Philippe Mound
indicate that ceramic types Pinellas Incised, Sarasota Incised, and St. Johns Check-Stamped were
also found in this area (Mitchem 1989:576). At some Inland sites, Belle Glade pottery is present
in the artifact assemblages, suggesting interaction with the Belle Glade cultures of southern
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Florida. Notable is that Inland sites such as the Philippe Mound have yielded large numbers of
European artifacts, which could be interpreted as tribute items from Safety Harbor populations to
the west (Mitchem 1989:577).
Aboriginal burial practices of the Tampa Bay area were initially modeled by Bullen
(1952:80-84) based on data from the WPA excavations in Hillsborough County. This model
posits a correlation between flexed burials and Weeden Island pottery contrasting with bundle
burials and cremations with Safety Harbor pottery--thus a gradual change overtime of burial
form. This model has been evaluated by Mitchem (1988:101), who has pointed out the
difficulties of interpreting burial patterns stratigraphically in dry sand mounds.
Since Bullen constructed this model, archaeological research has shown that there are
cases in which data from Safety Harbor burial mounds contradict Bullen’s observations. For
instance, based on the ceramic assemblage, the Lural Mound (8So98) appears to have been
constructed during the Late Safety Harbor period. Applying Bullen’s model it could be predicted
that the primary mode of burial would be largely bundle, yet interments at this mound formed a
radial pattern of individuals placed in primary fashion with face down and arms crossed (Luer
and Almy 1987:304). At Tatham Mound, in the uppermost stratum 290 to 350 individuals were
excavated, of which 74 were extended, flexed, or cremations covered by or in between bundle
burials (Mitchem 1988:102-103).
In terms of Safety Harbor period mortuary practices, it appears there is a range of
variation in burial form. Nevertheless, some generalizations can be made concerning burial
customs. First across the culture region, it is fairly consistent that highly ornate ceramics are
found in burial mounds. In most cases these vessels are purposely broken or ritually “killed” by
knocking or creating a hole in the bottom. Second the burial mound is the norm across the region
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for deposition of the dead, and often these mounds appear in isolation. Third, Safety Harbor
burials generally do not directly have associated grave goods except personal adornment items
such as beads, which may have been a symbol of social rank (Mitchem 1989:592).
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Chapter Three: Introduction to the Picnic Mound and Research Methods
This thesis project first began with a conversation about the Hillsborough County WPA
excavations with Lori Collins and Travis Doering of the Alliance for Integrated Spatial
Technologies (AIST) at the University of South Florida. During that conversation Collins
mentioned that she had conducted research on the Picnic Mound and brought to my attention a
USF sponsored Phase I survey of a site on a property adjacent to the Picnic Mound that may
possibly represent an associated village component. As part of her background research, Collins
obtained J. Clarence Simpson’s unpublished field notes acquired from the National
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution in the Register to the Papers of James Alfred
Ford, and additional research materials from the Florida Museum of Natural History (FLMNH)
that included artifact photos and an inventory of curated items. Simpson’s unpublished field
notes are presented in Appendix A, and a list of Picnic Mound ceramics in the FLMNH
collections is presented in Appendix B.
Since I was interested in the archaeology of the Tampa Bay area, Collins and Doering
encouraged me to re-visit Simpson’s field notes and excavated artifacts from the Picnic Mound
for my thesis project. After some discussion, a thesis project was formulated where I would use
new technologies to obtain additional information from the existing excavation data and
materials from this mound, to see if better reconstruction of ancient burial practices would be
possible. A Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to digitize and visualize Simpson’s
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excavation plan and burial notes, and documentation of selected ceramic artifacts at the FLMNH
was done with close-range terrestrial laser scanning technology.
Additionally, through a Griffin Award grant from the Florida Archaeological Council, I
was able to add a portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) analysis component to this project to
determine the trace-element signatures from selected ceramic artifacts from Picnic Mound and
other sites to compare their material composition. The laser scanning and pXRF analysis were
conducted during several trips to the FLMNH in September 2009 and May and June, 2011.
Ceramic artifacts curated at the University of South Florida were analyzed with pXRF in May of
2011. Between the two collections, a random sample of 95 plain and decorated potsherds from
Picnic Mound, the Picnic Mound village component, Thomas Mound, Jones Mound, and the
Buck Island site were analyzed with pXRF. Six ceramic artifacts from the Picnic Mound that
include whole vessels and sherds were documented using close-range laser-scanning technology
by Collins, Doering, and myself.
Introduction to the Picnic Mound
The remnants of the Picnic Mound, named for its location near the town of Picnic,
Florida is on state-owned property managed by the Alafia River State Park. In 1937, this
property was owned by S.E. Thatcher and W.L. Downs, and in some literature the Picnic Mound
is referred to as Thatcher Mound. Simpson (1937:1) describes the mound as low and broad with
a smaller secondary mound superimposed upon it. In his field notes (1937:1) he says the older
primary mound measured approximately 100 feet (30.5 m) in diameter. Although Simpson
provides these dimensions, a profile drawing included in his field notes suggests the mound may
have measured as much as 145 feet (44.4 m) north to south (Figure 3.1).
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Simpson does not provide much detail about the dimensions of the secondary mound in
his unpublished field notes, but in a report published by the Florida State Board of Conservation
he says the mound measured approximately 60 x 70 feet (18 m x 21 m) with a height of four feet
(1.2 m) in the center (Anonymous 1939:60-61, Bullen 1952:62). The profile drawing of the
mounds suggests that they had a combined height of about 9 to10 feet (2.75 m-3 m) in the center.
The composition of the two mounds was identical in that both were constructed of dark,
heavy, loamy sand (Figure 3.2) (Simpson 1937:2). Since their composition was so similar,
Simpson was not able to identify any stratigraphic differences between the primary and
secondary mounds, and he appears to have based the demarcation between the mounds on the
amount of disturbance. Simpson, however, did remark that there was a notable difference
between the primary and secondary mounds in terms of artifact assemblages.
While some historic objects did occur in the primary mound, he observed that glass beads
and metal objects were found in greater abundance in the secondary mound (Simpson 1937:2).
This was an important observation, as it provides information relating temporally to its use as a
burial mound into the post-contact period.Simpson (Anonymous 1939:60-61) also observed
remains of cypress stumps, roots and knees in the primary mound, suggesting it was constructed
in a cypress swamp. Today, conditions at the location of the Picnic Mound are dryer, and not
favorable for cypress growth, indicating that the local environment has changed in more recent
times.
On April 27, 1937 WPA archaeological work began at the Picnic Mound. Initial work
described by Simpson (1937:10) in his field notes involved clearing the mound and laying out
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Figure 3.1. Scaled profile drawing of Picnic Mound (a.k.a Thatcher Mound) from Simpson’s
unpublished field notes (Simpson 1937).

Figure 3.2. Area of exposed dark, heavy, loamy sand near the remaining portion of the Picnic
Mound showing a similar composition as that described by Simpson (1937:2).
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excavation units. The mound was staked out in 5 x 5 foot (1.52 m) squares starting on the west
side. In total, 400 units were established, with about 240 units and two exploratory trenches at
the southern periphery of the mound excavated. Simpson’s excavation plan and mound profiles
are presented in Appendix C.
A notable feature of the mound is a white sand layer or lens that was uncovered during
excavation. Simpson (1937:15) initially observed this feature in excavation units 177-178 and
179-190. He described the white sand stratum as being about 3 inches in thickness and located
30 to 34 inches (0.76-0.86 m) from the mound’s surface and 24 to 30 inches (0.61-0.76 m) from
the base. The white sand layer, according to Simpson’s excavation map, is a circular lens that
measures approximately 22 feet (6.7 m) in diameter.
Additional Archaeological Research
In 1999, Dennis Driggers, who owns property bordering the parcel that contains the
remnants of the Picnic Mound, was concerned about a potential sale of the land. Driggers
contacted Lori Collins, then at FDEP in Tampa, to ask for help in determining if the mound was
on FDEP-owned land, and also to report finding artifacts on his property (Lori Collins, personal
communication, 2014). Driggers also contacted Louis Tesar at the Florida Bureau of
Archaeological Research about potential threats to the mound. Tesar then contacted Brent
Weisman at the University of South Florida about investigating the condition of Picnic Mound.
Weisman and Collins met with Driggers to examine and document a large collection of
ceramics that he had collected from his property and other areas adjacent to state land. Weisman
and Collins’s review indicated that Driggers’s property contained a large village component.
Further examination of Driggers’s collection by Robert Austin, Barry Wharton and Collins in the
spring of 1999 showed that his collection was predominately STP and Pinellas Plain sherds, with
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a minor representation of decorative wares (possibly collected from the mound location prior to
becoming state lands) including Safety Harbor incised and check-stamped wares (Lori Collins,
personal communication, 2013).
The results of the examination of Driggers’s collection are interesting because Hemmings
(1975:46) speculated that the Colding site (8Hi346) located one kilometer to the north was the
village area associated with the Picnic Mound. It is also interesting, because as Mitchem
(2012:176) notes, Safety Harbor burial mounds located in interior areas appear to have been
intentionally located away from habitation areas. Since the village component appears to be
located in close proximity to the area where the burial mound is believed to have been, this site
maybe unusual in terms of inland settlement patterns.
During the summer of 1999, a field school was held under the direction of Weisman at
Driggers’s property. Field school participants conducted a pedestrian survey and excavated
fifteen 50 x 50 cm shovel tests (Figure 3.3). All shovel tests produced cultural materials that
included lithic and ceramic artifacts. Lithic materials were flakes and a small triangular projectile
point. Ceramics consisted of plain sherds, and several faunal bone fragments and hickory nuts
were also recovered.
Although the results of the USF field school investigation were never formally published,
in 2000 Collins did present new information relating to the Picnic Mound and associated village
component at the Florida Academy of Sciences and Florida Anthropological Society annual
conferences. The artifacts and field notes from the field school are curated at the University of
South Florida, Department of Anthropology collection. Appendix D presents a summary of the
USF field school shovel test forms.
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Current Condition of the Picnic Mound
On May 24, 2013, I visited the Picnic Mound site accompanied by Alafia State Park
Ranger Patrick Richards to evaluate its current condition as part of a GIS sensitivity modeling
project on State Park lands (Collins et al. 2014). The Picnic Mound location is marked by a large
pile of spoil that was documented by Austin, Collins, and Wharton in 1999 using 1942 aerial
images as relating to the WPA investigation (Lori Collins, personal communication, 2013). It is
noted by Collins that there are likely intact portions of the mound under the spoil (Figure 3.3).
Driggers’s collection contained some highly ornate ceramics that likely came from the area
around the spoil pile. Considering that, as a general rule, highly ornate Safety Harbor ceramics
come from burial mounds in this area; it is likely that the spoil pile is fairly close to the actual
mound location. During my visit, I was only able to find two artifacts visible on the ground
surface and I did not conduct any subsurface testing. One plain Belle Glade sherd was on top of
the spoil pile and another small STP sherd was found to the west of the spoil pile (Figure 3.4).
GIS Analysis
ArcGIS 10.1 was used to produce a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of a portion of the
excavated mound and maps of burial distributions based on data derived from Simpson’s
unpublished field notes (Figure 3.5). The DEM was constructed from elevations measured from
three mound profiles published in Bullen’s (1952:62) report (Figure 3.6). Unfortunately, as
Figure 3.5 shows, these profiles do not represent the total excavated area that contained burials,
but they do provide a topographic interpretation of a portion of the mound surface.
In GIS, a grid was constructed that duplicated Simpson’s excavation plan. With a digital
model of his excavation layout, I was able to place images of burial drawings from his field notes
into their proper excavation square or unit, a process known as georeferencing. With all the
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Figure 3.3. Map of 8Hi3 showing the USF shovel test locations adapted from the investigation
field notes. This map also shows the location of the Picnic Mound, which is visible only by a pile
of spoil from the 1937 excavations. It is likely that this visible pile of spoil is covering the
unexcavated portion of the mound (source: FDEP, and Hillsborough County Government GIS,
AIST, and the FMSF).
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Figure 3.4. Author standing on east side of spoil pile at Picnic Mound site.
images placed, I then digitized the images using ArcScan, an extension of ArcGIS, which
allowed me to remove excess information, such as excavation grid lines, north arrows, and
writing. This process leaves a clean image that displays burial style and orientation. Additional
data for the generation of the maps constructed for this thesis were obtained from the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), SWFWMD, Hillsborough County
Government, and the Florida Master Site File (FMSF).
pXRF Analysis
In the spring and summer of 2011, I conducted a preliminary study to examine the
chemical composition of select ceramic artifacts from the Picnic Mound and Picnic Mound
village site using pXRF. The objective of this research is to compare, on a trace element level,
the decorated mortuary ceramics from the mound to plain ceramics recovered from the village. It
is not the intention of the study to source these artifacts to a specific geographic location, but
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Figure 3.5. Image of Picnic Mound profiles and excavation plan (adapted from Bullen 1952:62,
Figure 21).
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Figure 3.6. Surface elevations derived from Simpson’s profile drawings and excavation plan
were used to reconstruct a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for a portion of the surface of the
Picnic Mound (bottom). Note figures in black on the DEM surface are renderings of burial
drawings as recorded in Simpson’s field notes.
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rather to look at the clay and temper mixture as a combined formula, or “recipe.” As a general
rule, in the Tampa Bay area, highly ornate ceramic vessels are typically excavated from mortuary
context (Luer and Almy 1987:315).
In this study, I wanted to see if differences between village ceramics and burial mound
ceramics went beyond vessel style and surface treatment, to include differences on an elemental
level. In other words, was everyday utilitarian pottery manufactured from a different “recipe”
than pottery manufactured for burial use? And if so, do the decorated ceramic vessels found in
the burial mound exhibit similar elemental compositions, which may suggest manufacturing in
one locale, or varying chemical compositions suggesting multiple locations of manufacture?
A number of studies demonstrate the application and accuracy of pXRF for addressing
anthropological questions (e.g. Forester et al. 2011; Goren et al. 2011), but the reliability of
pXRF has been called in to question (Shackley 2010). The primary argument against its use is
that there is currently no standard protocol for artifact analysis (Shackley 2010:19). This is a
valid concern, especially comparing results that utilized different instruments and data collection
parameters. My study was conducted using a Bruker Tracer III-V, and a consistent collection
procedure for all samples, therefore, this study is not suitable for comparison to other pXRF
studies unless the same instrument and data collection parameters were used.
Another consideration is the homogeneity of the matrix being studied. Like other
elemental characterization methods, pXRF is a “bulk analysis technique” (Burton and Simon
1996:405-406). When used in a non-destructive manner pXRF will provide a quantitative
characterization of the elemental composition of the finished product. In terms of ceramics, the
elemental composition will be affected by the types of clay used, selection of tempering material,
and firing conditions (Burton and Simon 1996:409). Since I conducted the pXRF study in a non-
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destructive manner, I was not able to separate the temper from the clay, so the results of these
analyses will not provide insight about actual material sources, but rather formulas to construct
the final product. If different formulas were utilized for ceramics with different functions and/or
from different locations, this should be reflected in the chemical signature.
The Bruker Tracer III-V portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (Figure 3.7), is a high
precision, research-grade instrument that is capable of detecting trace element compositions in
the single digit parts per million (ppm). All sherds used in this study were clean and free of any
applied surface treatments such as slips or paint, so the surface is likely representative of the
material used to construct the whole vessel. In some cases, vessels tested at the FLMNH were

Figure 3.7. Photos of a neck of a Safety Harbor ceramic vessel from Jones Mound (8Hi4) being
examined using pXRF technology. Credit for access to Collections of the Anthropology Division
of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH cat. no. 76803.
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heavily reconstructed. I was very careful not to test in or near areas of restoration. Each artifact
was irradiated in two areas for 180 seconds each, at voltage and amperage settings of 40 kV and
1.5 mA respectively.
These settings were recommended by Robert H. Tykot at the University of South Florida,
who provided the instrument for me to use, and processed the raw data for my statistical
analyses. The instrument analyzes an area that measures 3 x 5 millimeters. No vacuum or filters
were used for this study. The output of this instrument is processed to produce a table of detected
elements and their respective quantities. After checking for anomalies, I averaged the two tests
for each sherd, and used these data to produce bivariate scatter plots and principal component
analyses. The averaged data used for this study are presented in Appendix E.
Three-Dimensional Laser Scanning
Three-dimensional laser scanning, originally designed for reverse engineering, is quickly
becoming an important tool used by archaeologists on multiple scales to document everything
from potsherds to landscapes. The laser-scanning technique is a non-contact, non-destructive
method of creating highly accurate digital models. High-definition laser scanners collect threedimensional coordinate data of a surface in a systematic, automated manner, at a high rate of
speed (Esquivel et al. 2007: 229). The advantage of laser scanning over traditional methods of
documentation like photography and drawing is that it provides a metrologically accurate digital
representation of objects, while maintaining a realistic photo-like image.
A Konica Minolta Vivid 9i Laser Digitizer was used to document artifacts for this thesis
(Figure 3.8). Geomagic Studio, a 3D data editing and modeling software was used to operate the
Vivid 9i and process the collected data. The Vivid 9i operates on the principle of triangulation by
projecting a band of laser light on to the surface of an object. The light is reflected off the
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Figure 3.8. A Safety Harbor Incised bottle from the Picnic Mound being laser scanned by the
author at the FLMNH. Credit for access to Collections of the Anthropology Division of the
Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH cat. no. 76661.
object’s surface and recorded by a camera located inside the scanner (Esquivel et al. 2007: 230).
Based on the position of the returned light recorded by the camera, and known distance between
the laser emitter and the camera, the scanner is able to triangulate the position of coordinate
points on the surface of objects at a rate of 307,000 points per scan, which takes approximately
2.5 seconds. This collection of coordinate points is referred to as a point cloud.
For the WPA collections, I was able to streamline much of the scanning procedures by
using a computer-controlled turn-table, which automates the process by taking a user-defined
number of individual scans at specified angles. The individual scans are then automatically
combined by software algorithms into a single point cloud. Because the scanning process
produces real-time images the user can inspect individual scans or models. This ensures that no
important details were missed in the scanning process.
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The Vivid 9i is capable of collecting a surface image accurate to .05 millimeters, which is
less than the diameter of a human hair. The final step in modeling is merging the combined point
cloud. Merging converts the collected points to triangles, allowing them to mesh, forming a solid
polygonal surface model. Post-processing procedures allow color images to be applied to the
model producing a realistic appearance.
Scanned objects can also be displayed in a homogeneous metallic color scheme, which is
useful for studying object features such as surface polishing, irregular application of fire on
ceramic vessels, etc. (Esquivel et al. 2007). Color studies of features can be enhanced with the
ability to alter the angle of lighting in the computer environment. Geomagic software provides a
tool which allows the analyst to position a light source on the scanned object at any desired
angle. By altering the angle of lighting important features and details can be brought out or
enhanced. This feature is particularly useful for studies of design elements.
Processed scan data are applicable for analytical studies that traditionally have relied on
the use of measured, hand-made drawings. The advantages of using scan data over conventional
measured drawings include the ability to “see” the data more accurately and comprehensively,
and allow the analyst a number of ways to visualize and manipulate the data quickly and easily.
Vessel profiles provide a good example of these advantages. Hand drawn profiles typically form
the basis for morphological studies. Using scan data, the analyst can “slice” the vessel
horizontally or vertically. This procedure quickly produces a highly accurate representation of
vessel profile and significantly reduces error and artist subjectivity.
Once an object is represented according to the analyst’s needs, the software provides
tools to make precise measurements, which can be used for metrological studies of vessel
symmetry or other attributes useful for comparative analyses. Measurements are taken by
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selecting data points, and then the software automatically calculates the distance according to the
user-defined unit of measure. In addition to distance measurements, volumetric measurements
are also possible.
Scan data can also be used to create physical three-dimensional models of archaeological
materials that are too fragile to be handled, or difficult to access. 3D printers are now becoming a
cost-effective way to replicate quickly and accurately individual artifacts and even entire
archaeological sites that can be handled and inspected without subjecting the original object to
damage (Figure 3.9). The application of 3D printing will likely have an impact on research in the
future, especially in the areas of experimental archaeology and comparative analysis. Also, 3D
printing of artifacts will change the way archaeology is presented to the public as this technology
will allow people to interact with objects that were previously inaccessible.

Figure 3.9. Two 3D replicas of a small pear-shaped Safety Harbor Incised vessel (right). The
gray model is full-scale. This vessel is reported by Bullen (1952:59) as coming from Jones
Mound, but the FLMNH has this vessel in the Picnic Mound collection. Photo of the actual
vessel (left). Credit for access to Collections of the Anthropology Division of the Florida
Museum of Natural History, FLMNH cat. no.76659.
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Chapter Four: Picnic Mound Burial Practices

Picnic Mound Burial Information
Prior to the WPA excavations, Simpson (1937:1) describes Picnic Mound as being
heavily “pot-holed and dug by the idle curious.” In his report to the Florida State Board of
Conservation, he mentions that there is record of the mound being dug with slave labor prior to
the Civil War (Anonymous 1939:61). This apparent looting activity seems to have disturbed
largely the secondary mound, but Simpson speculates that soil-borrowing activities by the
Indians, possibly related to the construction of the secondary mound, likely disturbed a number
of burials in the primary mound. As Simpson suggests, burials excavated in areas where soil
borrowing occurred were likely reinterred by the indigenous peoples as loose bundles in their
respective locations. Simpson does, however, mention that the deeper burials located in the
primary mound did not seem to be disturbed in most cases.
In total, 67 burials were excavated by WPA workers representing 79 individuals. Table
4.1 summarizes Simpson’s burial observations recorded in his field notes. Simpson (1937:3)
notes that 19 of the 62 burials excavated from the primary mound were disturbed. The remaining
five were excavated from the secondary mound and believed to be in a relatively undisturbed
state.
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Table 4.1. Burials in Picnic Mound (? indicates inference or no information given by Simpson).
Burial #

Location

Type

No. of Individuals

Orientation

Sex/Age

1

Lower Level,
Section 32, SE
¼, 15”
Lower Level,
Section 33,
SW ¼, 12”
Lower Level,
Section 27, NE
¼, 18”
Lower Level,
Section 34, SE
¼, 12”
Lower Level,
Section 33,
SW ¼, 12”14”
Lower Level,
Section 47, SE
¼, 28”
Lower Level,
Section 52,
SW ¼, 24”
Lower Level,
Section 51,
SW ¼, 28”
Lower Level,
Section 53, W
½, 14”
Lower Level,
Section 53, SE
¼, 28”
Lower Level,
Section 54, All
54, 12”-18”

Full
Flex

1

SE-NW

Male/Adult

Full
Flex

1

S-N

Male/Adult

Full
Flex

1

S-N

?/Adult

Full
Flex

1

W-E

?/Adult

Full
Flex

1

N-S

Male/Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

?/?

Full
Flex

1

S-N

?/Adult

Full
Flex

1

S-N

?/?

Possibly
Flexed
Primary
Semi
Flex

3

2 S-N
1 N-S

1 Male/ Old
2 ?/Old

1

S-N

?/?

4
Horizon
tal
Bundle
1
Isolated
Skull
Semi
Flex

5

1

S-N

?/Old

Vertical
Bundle

1

Vertical

?/Adult

Horizon
tal
Bundle
1
Isolated
Skull

2

Horizontal

Male / Old

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

M-L, Section
69, NE ¼, 30”

13

Lower Level,
Section 69, NE
¼, 40”
Lower Level,
Section 71,
SW ¼, 40”

14

Grave Goods

?/?

Piece of
extremely hard
pottery

?
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Table 4.1. cont. Burials in Picnic Mound (? indicates inference or no information given by
Simpson).
Burial #

Location

Type

No. of Individuals

Orientation

Sex/Age

15

Lower Level,
Section 69,
SW ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 72, NE
¼, 24”
Lower Level,
Section 73,
SW ¼, 30”
Upper Level,
Section 90, NE
¼, 24”

Horizon
tal
Bundle
Isolated
Skull

1

Skull South

Male/Adult

1

N-S

?/?

Full
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Possible
Horizon
tal
Bundle
Isolated
Skull

1

S-N

Male / Adult

1

Crown South

? / Old

Isolated
Skull

1

Crown South

?/?

Horizon
tal
Bundle
Horizon
tal
Bundle
Isolated
Skull

1

N-S

Male / Adult

1

S-N

?/?

1

N-S

? / Old

Cremati
on

1

?

?/?

Group

2

N-S

1 Adult
1 Child

Isolated
Skull

1

Crown South

Male / Adult

Group
Bundle

4

Crown South

1 Child
3 Male Adults

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

Lower Level,
Section 70,
NW ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 70,
NE ¼, 40”
Level ?,
Section 89,
SW ¼, 26”
Level ?,
Section 88,
SE ¼, 30”
Lower Level,
Section 74,
NW ¼, 16”
Level ?,
Section 92,
NW ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 111,
NE ¼, 24”

Level ?,
Section 91,
SW ¼, 50”
Level ?,
Section 228,
NW ¼, 40”

Grave Goods

Burials located
under 4 large
conch shells (3
shells over
skulls and 1
shell over the
chest of the
adult)

Round Jug 8”
in diameter,
Large amount
of concentrated
ochre about jug
and skulls
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Table 4.1. cont. Burials in Picnic Mound (? indicates inference or no information given by
Simpson).
Burial #

Location

Type

No. of Individuals

Orientation

Sex/Age

28

Level ?,
Section 110,
NW ¼, 24”
Level ?,
section 111,
SW ¼, 40”
Level ?,
Section 91,
SE ¼, 56”
Lower Level,
Section 248,
SW ¼, 60”
Lower ?,
Section 208,
NE ¼, 30”
Level ?,
Section 88,
NW ¼, 30”
Level ?,
Section 88,
NE ¼, 40”
Level?,
Section 87, NE
¼, 58”
Upper Level,
Section 209,
SW ¼, 30”

Horizon
tal
Bundle
Horizon
tal
Bundle
Horizon
tal
Bundle
Semi
Flex

1

W-E

?/?

1

N-S

? / Youth

1

N-S

Male / Old

1

S-N

Male / Aged

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Old

Horizon
tal
Bundle
Horizon
tal
Bundle
Isolated
Skull

1

N-S

Male / Adult

1

E-W

Male / Adult

1

Crown North

? / Adult

Disturbe
d Semi
Flex

1

?

?/?

Level ?,
Section 132,
NW ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 207,
NE ¼, 48”
Level ?,
Section 207,
NW ¼, 36”

Isolated
Skull

1

Crown North

Male / Old

Isolated
Skull

1

?

? / Youth

Full
Flex

1

N-S

?/?

Neck of water
bottle showing
phallic symbols

Level ?,
Section 206,
NW ¼, 36”

Urn in
large
conch
dipper

1

?

? / infant

Shell inverted
over skeleton
1 shell bead and
conch dipper in
association with
burial

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39

40

Grave Goods

1 Fossilized
Bead
2
Bone Pendants
(copper stained)
2 large glass
beads Iron
Oxide
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Table 4.1. cont. Burials in Picnic Mound (? indicates inference or no information given by
Simpson).
Burial #

Location

Type

No. of Individuals

Orientation

Sex/Age

41

Level ?,
Section 186,
NE ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 93,
NW ¼, 48”
Lower Level,
Section 227,
SE ¼, 60”

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Aged

Full
Flex

1

N-S

? / Aged

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

? / Adult

Lower Level,
Section 93, NE
¼, 48”
Level ?,
Section 109,
SW ¼, 40”

Full
Flex

1

N-S

? / Adult

Disturbe
d

1

Bones lying
east – west

? / Adult

46

Level ?,
Section 192,
SE ¼, 40”

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Aged

47

Lower Level,
Section 226,
SW ¼, 60”
Lower Level,
Section 209,
NE ¼, 60”
Level ?,
Section 209,
SE ¼, 50”

Isolated
Skull

1

Crown South

?/?

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Aged

Double
Semi
Flex

2

S-N

Male / Aged
Male / Ages

Level ?,
Section 188,
SE ¼, 48”
Level ?,
Section 208,
NE ¼, 54”
Level ?,
Section 207, E
½, 72”
Level ?,
Section 192,
W ½, 40”
Level ?,
Section 186,
SW ¼, 40”

Child

1

N-S

? / Child (2-4
yrs)

Semi
Flex

1

N-S

Male / Aged

Primary

1

S-N

?/?

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Female / Adult

Vertical
Bundle

1

?

Female / Adult

42
43

44
45

48
49

50
51
52
53
54

Grave Goods

Small broken
pot Large
conch dipper
(decomposed)

Several pieces
of a small
decorated pot in
close proximity
to burial

3 shell beads

copper coated
ear plugs of
cypress
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Table 4.1. cont. Burials in Picnic Mound (? indicates inference or no information given by
Simpson).
Burial #

Location

Type

No. of Individuals

Orientation

Sex/Age

55

Level ?,
Section 192,
NW ¼, 34”
Level ?,
Section 166,
SW ¼, 36”
Lower Level,
Section 169,
SE ¼, 60”
Level ?,
Section 147,
SW ¼, 36”
Lower Level,
Section 152,
NW ¼, 60”
Level ?,
Section 132,
NE ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 153,
SE ¼, 36”
Level ?,
Section 132,
SE ¼, 52”
Lower Level,
Section 153,
SE ¼, 60”
Level ?,
Section 150,
SE ¼, 50”
Level ?,
Section 146,
SE ¼, 48”
Level ?,
Section 145,
SE ¼, 48”
Level ?,
Section 126,
SE ¼ 36”

Semi
Flex

1

W-E

Male / Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Aged

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Old

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Isolated
Skull

1

N-S

Male / Adult

Isolated
Skull

1

N-S

?/?

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Female / Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Semi
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Full
Flex

1

S-N

Male / Adult

Full
Flex

1

S-N

Female / Adult

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Grave Goods

Conch dipper
badly
decomposed
One large shell
bead

Burial Type
Excavations of burials at Picnic Mound revealed several different modes of interment.
This is important because, as Bullen notes (1952:84), the Hillsborough County WPA
investigations, including those at Picnic Mound provided the first good information about
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Weeden Island and Safety Harbor burial practices in the Tampa Bay area, and how aboriginal
burial practices changed through time.
Using the Hillsborough County WPA data, Bullen (1952:82-83) devised a model of
aboriginal mortuary practices that suggests that flexed burials were gradually replaced by
bundled burials, based on stratigraphy and an association between flexed burials and the
presence of Weeden Island pottery types and bundle burials and the presence of Safety Harbor
pottery types and triangular projectile points. Bullen (1952:82) proposed that bundled burials
occur on average at shallower depths than flexed burials, but he does say that there is substantial
overlap between these types of interments.
While Bullen cites Picnic Mound as demonstrating these changes, Simpson’s data
suggest burial practices at Picnic Mound do not fit the model to the extent posited by Bullen.
Table 4.2 provides a summary of the numbers and percentages of burial types observed at Picnic
Mound. This table includes 62 of the 67 excavated burials. Five were not included because they
were described by Simpson as too disturbed to indicate burial type or no burial type was
recorded. Burial numbers not included are 9 (three possibly flexed primary burials), 36
(disturbed semi-flexed), 45 (disturbed, no orientation), 50 (child burial), and 52 (primary burial).
These five burials not included in Table 4.2 represent a total of nine individuals.
The most frequently observed burial type at Picnic Mound is primary semi-flexed which
accounts for 21 or 33.9% of the excavated burials. Second in frequency are primary fully flexed
burials, which account for 13 or 21.0%. Combined all primary flexed burials account for 34 or
54.8% of the excavated interments.
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Table 4.2. Summary of Picnic Mound Burials by Type.
Burial Type

n=

%=

Full Flex
Semi Flex

13
21

21.0
33.9

Horizontal Bundle
Vertical Bundle

11
2

17.7
3.3

Isolated Skull

11

17.7

Cremation
Group

1
2

1.6
3.2

Urn

1

1.6

62

100

Total

The practice of interring people in primary flexed positions has a deep history in central
Florida dating back to the late Archaic (Wharton et al. 1981:76). Following the late Archaic, the
Manasota people of Florida’s Central Gulf Coast continued the tradition of burying the dead in
primary flexed positions until A.D. 600-800 (Luer and Almy 1982: 47-53). After this time, with
increasing influence from Weeden Island groups to the north, Manasota burial practices began to
change; this can be seen archaeologically with an increasing number of secondary bundle burials
in late Manasota mortuary mounds. Bundle burial interment is the practice of burying a cluster of
disarticulated bones of a single person (Sprague 1968:481). Bundle burials can be either
horizontal, with long bones placed parallel to the ground surface or vertical with the long bones
placed perpendicular in a pit.
The practice of interring bundle burials in mortuary mounds continued into the Contact
period in the Tampa Bay area. At Picnic Mound, bundle burials accounted for thirteen or 23.0%
of the described burial types, of which eleven or 17.7% of bundle burials are horizontal, and two,
or 3.2% are vertical. According to Bullen’s model, the percentage of bundle burials at Picnic
Mound should be substantially higher given the quantity of Safety Harbor Incised pottery
recovered.
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It is also important to keep in mind, as Simpson suggests, that bundled burials may have
originally been primary burials that were disturbed during the construction of the secondary
mound and reinterred. It is unfortunate that the upper mound was heavily disturbed, as it could
have provided much information about burial practices into the Spanish contact period.
Nevertheless, since many of the burials were apparently disturbed by the Indians themselves, the
burial practices at Picnic Mound still provide an interesting view of mortuary beliefs, as it
appears that disturbing burials must not have been too taboo when it came to constructing
another mound.
The presence of isolated skulls presents a problem for characterizing Picnic Mound burial
practices. Isolated skull interments are not uncommon in burial mounds in the Southeast. Due to
issues of differential preservation, many isolated skulls may be other types of burials in which
the long bones have deteriorated. Another possible interpretation is that the single skulls could
represent trophy heads, or heads of important people treated separately. Eleven burials or 17.7%
are described by Simpson as isolated skulls.
Burial Distribution
Horizontally, burial arrangement can be grouped in two discrete clusters (Figure 4.1).
Group 1 consists of an arrangement of burials in a roughly circular pattern on the periphery of
the white sand stratum located within the mound. There are, however, two burials located in the
portion of the mound containing the sand stratum. Simpson (1937:87) specifically mentions one
of the burials being located under the sand lens, but not the other, so it is likely that this burial
was discovered above the feature. The horizontal distribution of burials is interesting because it
suggests that the people who utilized the mound avoided this feature for some reason that we
may never know.
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Figure 4.1. Map of Picnic Mound burials. Burials in pink have associated grave objects. Image created using data from J. Clarence
Simpson’s unpublished field notes.
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Group 2 burials appear to be a denser cluster of mixed burial types located northwest of
Group 1. It appears that Group 1 can be further subdivided into several smaller discrete clusters.
Overall the horizontal distribution shows that burial types are mixed across the mound, and there
does not appear to be a preferential location for any particular mode of burial, but there does
seems to be a preference for burial orientation.
Simpson (1937:3) mentions burial orientation in his notes and comments that 28 primary
undisturbed skeletons were observed with the head positioned to the south, four with the head
north, two positioned to the east, and one placed with the head to the southeast. In all but four
cases, individuals were interred facing east. It is interesting that such a high number of skeletons
were placed with the head to the south and facing east, as this pattern could indicate a
meaningful local mortuary practice. A larger regional study of burial orientation could possibly
reveal similar orientations and new information about cultural interaction through the region.
In terms of testing Bullen’s model of burial practices, it is most important to look at the
vertical distribution of Picnic Mound burials. As predicted by his model, it should be expected
that bundle burials occupy a higher stratigraphic zone than flexed interments. Table 4.3 provides
a summary of the vertical distribution of burials. As this table shows, bundle burials range in
depth from 12 inches to 56 inches (0.30 m – 1.42 m) below the mound surface. Flexed
interments range in depth from 12 inches to 60 inches (0.30 m -1.52 m).
Figure 4.2 shown below provides an illustration of the vertical distribution of flexed and
bundled burials for the portion of the mound covered by the DEM. Depths for each burial were
obtained from Simpson’s field notes. Vertical elevation data were added to the attribute table of
the GIS burial shapefile that I created for my research. Based on the elevation data, I was able to
position vertically, below the interpreted mound surface (DEM), each burial at its approximate
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Table 4.3. Picnic Mound Vertical Distribution of Burials.
Burial Mode by
Depth
Full Flexed
Semi Flexed
Horizontal
Bundle
Vertical Bundle
Isolated Skull
Cremation
Group
Urn
Indeterminate
Total by Depth

0-24”

25-36”
6
5
3

37-48”
4
8
4
4
1

49-60”

61-72”

3
3
8

11
1

2
3

3

2
3
19

1
1
23

2
21

15

1
1

depth below its horizontal location. Depth below surface is exhibited by the length of the blue
and red bars extending down from DEM. As this figure shows, vertical distribution of burial
types are also mixed, and there is no progression stratigraphically from flexed to bundled as
predicted by Bullen’s model. Therefore, as noted by Mitchem (1988:105), mode of burial cannot
be used to assign temporal placement of burial mounds lacking diagnostic artifacts.
The maps of burial distribution created for my research show that modern technologies
like GIS can provide new information and allow for visualization that can bring new insights to
previously collected data. For example, Simpson used symbols (see Appendix C) to differentiate
the types of burials encountered. While his symbols provide an understanding of the horizontal
distribution of burials, it is impossible to glean any information about vertical position or
orientation from his excavation plan. When data are available, using a GIS approach like that
demonstrated here, researchers can digitally recreate past excavations to present difficult to
illustrate information like vertical distribution and skeleton position.
Picnic Mound Demographics
Unfortunately, due to poor preservation of skeletal material, Simpson was not able to
provide a good understanding of the demographic makeup of the mortuary population at the
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Figure 4.2. An interpretation of the distribution of flexed and bundled burials across the mound
area showing spatial display of horizontal and vertical data.
Table 4.4. Summary of Picnic Mound Burials by Age
Individuals by Age

n=

Percentage =

Adult

34

43.0

Old

11

13.9

Aged

9

11.5

Youth

2

2.5

Child

3

3.8

Infant

1

1.3

Unknown

19

24.0

Total

79

100
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Picnic Mound. In fact, most of the skeletal material excavated was in Simpson’s words
“discarded,” so sex determinations were only made on 39 of the 79 interred individuals. Of these
39 individuals, 35 were determined to be males. Simpson, in general, made no attempt to
determine numerical ages of the mortuary population, and age determinations were general
descriptions. Ages ranged from infants to the elderly, with the highest percentage being adults
(n=34, 43.0%) (Table 4.4). All four females fall into the adult age category.
According to Bullen (1952:3) sex determinations were made by the presence of brow
ridges and poor development of genial tubercles to indicate male skeletons. He does not provide
any information on how excavators determined age. Bullen mentions that there is a bias towards
male skeletal remains in the Hillsborough County WPA data, which could be an indication of
inaccurate methods of sex determination. From the available data, it appears that the Picnic
Mound contained a broad demographic range in its mortuary population. It could then be
inferred that Picnic mound was used by a local village over a period of time.
Burials with Grave Objects
In Bullen’s (1952:64) synthesis of the Hillsborough County WPA excavations, he
mentions that eleven burials had associated grave goods at Picnic Mound. Simpson’s
unpublished field notes indicate there may have been twelve burials with associated grave
objects. Simpson (1937:8) believed that the entire burial mound was temporally associated with
the post-Columbian period, based on the presence of what he refers to as transitional Weeden
Island wares and small triangular arrow points. Although most of the artifacts interred with
burials are not temporally diagnostic, the overall artifact assemblage suggests that all burials are
associated with the Safety Harbor cultural period.
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Burial 12, not mentioned by Bullen, is a single individual of old age interred in semiflexed position and positioned head to the north. This individual had what Simpson refers to as a
“piece of extremely hard pottery” found in association. Unfortunately, Simpson did not sketch
the position of the potsherd with the burial, so it is difficult to say if it is really an associated
grave object as there were a large number of sherds recovered from the mound excavation.
Burial 12 is, however, different in that it is one of only four burials facing west.
Burial 25 is a group composed of primary burials of one adult and one child in the upper
secondary mound (Level II). Ages of the individuals were estimated at 15-20 years for the adult
and 1-3 years for the child, and both were oriented with the head to the north. The burials were
placed under four large conch shells. It appears that a shell was used to cover the skulls of each
individual and one shell was placed over the adult’s chest. From Simpson’s drawing, it is
difficult to determine the placement of the fourth shell. Bones not covered by the shells were
completely decomposed preventing Simpson from determining the mode of burial.
Burial 27 (Level I) is also a group burial, composed of the skulls of three adult males and
a fragmentary 2-to-4 year-old child. Associated objects found with this burial include a spherical
pot that Simpson noted was once a long-necked water bottle. He said the vessel appears to have
been altered by the removal of the neck, leaving an opening two inches in diameter. George Luer
(1996:183-187), in a paper published in Southeastern Archaeology, discusses similar alterations
to long-necked water bottles from a number of sites in the Safety Harbor culture area. Like other
Weeden Island and Safety Harbor mortuary vessels, this vessel also had a neat “kill” hole in the
bottom.
Burial 36 (Level II) was excavated in a disturbed area, so there is no indication of mode
of burial or orientation. Associated grave objects include one ½” fossilized bone bead, two
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carved bone pendants (stained green by copper), several fragments of badly oxidized copper and
iron, and two large blue glass beads.
Burial 39 (Level I) was full-flexed burial with head to the north and lying on the right
side facing west. Associated objects include the neck of a clay bottle sawed from its base, and
ornamented with phallic symbols. Simpson makes several references to ceramics bearing phallic
symbol designs including a fine intact Safety Harbor Incised bottle; he describes this vessel as
exhibiting a series of open hands with inverted phallic symbols (1937:8). A historic photograph
of this vessel is presented in the following chapter. Today, what Simpson is referring to as
phallic symbols is now recognized as “forked-eye,” a symbol of Mississippian iconography, and
a design element found on Safety Harbor Incised pottery (Luer 1996:184).
Burial 40 (Level I) was a unique burial of an infant. This individual was placed under a
dipper or bowl crafted from a large conch shell. Additional associated objects include one large
shell bead. Simpson originally referred to this burial as being in an urn in his daily excavation
notes, but in his unpublished report he mentions it was not a true urn burial. Also Simpson
(1937:22) mentions an additional 40 shell beads in excavation unit 206, where the infant burial
was located, but he does not specifically say these beads are associated grave goods. There is no
mention of the arrangement of these beads, but it is possible that they were a necklace placed on
the deceased.
Burial 43 (Level I) was a semi-flexed adult positioned with head to the south, lying on
the right side facing east. Objects associated with this burial include a small broken decorated pot
scattered in the vicinity of this individual’s ribs, and a large shell dipper. Unfortunately he does
not provide any description of the vessel’s design, so it is impossible to use this grave inclusion
to assign a temporal placement for the burial.
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Burial 50 (Level I) was a child estimated to be 2-4 years old. Simpson does not describe
the position of the burial, other than to say the child was buried positioned north-south.
Associated grave objects include three large shell beads.
Burial 52 (Level I) is a primary burial oriented head facing south at a depth of 72” (1.82
m) below the mound surface. Simpson notes that this burial was in contact with yellow sand,
presumably at the mound’s base. Associated grave objects were two copper covered wooden ear
plugs. Simpson noted that this burial was badly decomposed with the only remaining skeletal
material being a fragment of femur located under a large piece of charcoal. He determined the
position of burial based on the location of the ear plugs and fragment of femur.
Burial 57 (Level I) was a semi-flexed adult male, oriented head facing south, and lying
on his right side facing east. Associated grave objects include one large shell dipper located near
the skull.
Burial 58 (Level I) is a semi-flexed aged male, oriented south-north, lying on his right
side facing east. Associated grave objects include one large shell bead located near the cervical
vertebrae.
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Chapter Five: Picnic Mound Material Culture
Simpson noted the Picnic Mound was very rich in material culture. In particular, the
quantity of excavated ceramics was impressive. The mound fill also contained a wide variety of
other types of artifacts that included both pre-Contact aboriginal objects, and items of European
origin. Broad classifications of items found in the mound fill include ceramic, lithic, culturally
modified faunal material, and European metal and glass.
Unfortunately, many of the artifacts from Picnic Mound have been lost over the years,
but there remains enough to provide insight into the ritual assemblages, and the spheres of
interaction in which these people were engaged. Given the quantities and types of objects
Simpson reported in his field notes, it appears that the inclusion of specific artifacts in the mound
was an important aspect of burial customs.
Ceramics
In 1949, Willey (p.336) published a list of ceramic sherds from Picnic Mound identified
by John M. Goggin in the Florida State Museum collections, which is now the Florida Museum
of Natural History. This classification included a total of 104 sherds. Of these 71.2% (n=74)
were Safety Harbor Complex ceramics, 9.5% (n=10) were Weeden Island Complex, 8.7% (n=9)
were Glades Complex, and 10.6% (n=11) were classified as miscellaneous.
Bullen (1952:67) reexamined the FLMNH collections and published his classification in
his synthesis of the Hillsborough County WPA investigations. Bullen’s classification included
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199 sherds of which 47.2% (n=94) are Safety Harbor Complex, 49.3 (n=98) are either Safety
Harbor or Weeden Island Complex, and 3.5% (n=7) are Weeden Island Complex ceramics.
In 1999, Ann Cordell from the FLMNH provided Lori Collins a list of Picnic Mound
ceramics in the museum’s collection for her research. This list includes catalog number, pottery
type, and description of the specimen(s) and their quantities. Figure 5.1 shows a graph of the
frequency of pottery types from the list provided to Collins. Although all three lists are of Picnic
Mound ceramics in the FLMNH collection, these materials have been inspected by several
different researchers over a number of years, with each classification showing that the principal
ceramic series is Safety Harbor.
These lists show that temporally-diagnostic Weeden Island ceramics make up only a
small percentage of the types recovered. This provides important information for temporal
placement of the Picnic Mound, and it appears that the mound was possibly constructed as early
as the Late Woodland. The much higher percentage of Safety Harbor Incised and Pinellas
Incised, and Contact-period materials suggests the mound was utilized most intensively during
the Pinellas phase into the time of European contact.
Simpson (1937:7) made several comments in his field notes related to ceramic artifacts
excavated from Picnic Mound in which he compares them to ceramics excavated from other
mounds in Hillsborough County.

“In quality and workmanship these sherds were superior to the majority found in
Hillsborough County. The ware is hard, well fired and while some of it closely
resembles Weeden Island pottery in the manner of decoration, there was another
type not seen in other mounds in the county.”
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Figure 5.1. Frequency graph of ceramic types curated at FLMNH recovered from Picnic Mound.
Simpson (1937:7) goes on to describe the pottery type “not seen in other mounds in the
county” as having continuous parallel lines, and in some cases interlocking scrolls or geometric
patterns formed by parallel incised lines. This style of decoration is characteristic of Safety
Harbor Incised and Pinellas Incised types, both of which were found in quantity at the Picnic
Mound. Simpson also mentions a number of different styles of ceramics artifacts including pearshaped vessels, long-necked bottles, a frog effigy, and an effigy lug of a human face with pierced
ears.
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Safety Harbor Incised vessels are predominately found in mortuary context, and appear to
have been manufactured from about AD 1000 to 1550 (Luer and Almy 1987:315, Luer 2002:95).
Typical vessel forms for this type include bottles, globular vessels, and cylindrical beakers. As
observed by Simpson, surface treatment includes punctations and incisions in various forms of
geometric design (Figure 5.2). Willey (1949:478) characterized Safety Harbor pottery as being
poorly made, fired, and decorated, but Willey’s comments are a generalization as some of the
Safety Harbor period pottery from the Picnic Mound, as noted by Simpson, is well made and
decorated.

Figure 5.2. Examples of Safety Harbor Incised sherds from Picnic Mound. Credit for access to
Collections of the Anthropology Division of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH
cat. nos. 76690 (top left),76703 (top right), 76697 (bottom).
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Figure 5.3 is one of the most spectacular artifacts recovered from the Picnic Mound at a
depth of 50” (127 cm), this vessel is a finely crafted example of a Safety Harbor long-necked
bottle that exhibits Mississippi-period Southeastern Ceremonial Complex motifs (Luer
1996:184).

Figure 5.3. A historic photograph of a long-necked Safety Harbor Incised vessel from the Picnic
Mound Florida. FLMNH cat #76661. Image courtesy State Archives of Florida, Florida
Memory,Http://floridamemory.com/items/show/125382, photographer Herman Gunter, 1937.
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This vessel has a series of three human hand motifs that include possible single prong
“forked-eye” elements or scrolls in each palm. These design elements are similar to some found
on vessels at Tierra Verde (8Pi51), Philip Mound (8Po446), and Laurel Mound (8So98; Luer
1996:184). Additional design elements include large punctations and pendant triangles. The style
of punctation and pendant triangles is strikingly similar to those on a Safety Harbor Incised
vessel described by Luer from the Myakka Valley Ranches Mound (8So401), in Sarasota
County. Luer notes (1996:184) that these features are so similar that it appears that these two
vessels may have been manufactured by the same potter.
In September 2009, with the help of Lori Collins and Travis Doering, I documented this
vessel at the FLMNH using three-dimensional laser scanning. From the scan data, I was able to
derive a number of different images that are useful for comparative analyses. For example,
traditional roll-out two-dimensional renderings can be computer-generated to display all design
features such as punctations and incisions (Figure 5.4). The advantage is that these digital images
eliminate artist subjectivity, but their quality and accuracy is dependent on the quality of data
collection and processing.
Figure 5.4 provides a comparative view of two roll-out images for this Picnic Mound
Safety Harbor vessel. The most notable difference between these two images is the lack of
punctations on the hand drawn rendering, which is noted by the artist (Luer 2002:102).
Accurately drawing punctations of a highly punctated ceramic vessel by hand is undoubtedly a
time consuming activity. Yet punctations are important design features of certain pottery types
like Safety Harbor Incised. In contrast to hand-drawn renderings, a computer-generated image
shows all geometric elements.
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Figure 5.4. Comparative views of roll-out line drawings of Safety Harbor Incised bottle (adapted
from Luer 1996:184). FLMNH cat. #76661. Upper drawing is a hand created rendition by Luer
and the lower is a computer-generated image of the same vessel derived from the threedimensional scan data. Order of original drawings by Luer arranged to match computergenerated image.
With the aid of a digital drawing tablet, design elements can be traced by hand from the
scan data to produce accurate images that can be enhanced with colorization. The benefit of this
method is that artifacts can be positioned in 3D to emphasize desired views or features. Figure
5.5 demonstrates various ways artifacts and design elements can be enhanced to bring out
important features, such as colorizing decorative elements on an image of the artifact, or
extracting and isolating design elements.
One of the most interesting artifacts from the Picnic Mound excavations is a Safety
Harbor Incised frog effigy vessel recovered piece-by-piece from the eastern portion of the
primary mound, and was not associated with any of the excavated burials (Simpson 1937:7).
This vessel has been restored, and it was one that I documented with three-dimensional laser
scanning at the FLMNH. Figure 5.6 shows images of this vessel created from the laser scan data.
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Figure 5.5. This figure illustrates several ways scan data can be exhibited. The vessel seen here
is the same as in Figure 5.3. The top left image is a true color model, the top right is colorized to
enhance vessel details, the bottom left is a top-down view, computer-aided drawing of extracted
design features modeled by Lori Collins, and the bottom right is a traditional vessel profile
generated in Geomagic Studio software. Credit for access to Collections of the Anthropology
Division of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH cat. no. 76661.
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Figure 5.6. Three-dimensional model of a Safety Harbor frog effigy recovered from the Picnic
Mound. The top is a photo-textured image of the model, the bottom left displays the model in a
monotone metallic coloration for enhanced surface detail, and the bottom right is a digital slice
of the model showing a more traditional vessel profile image. Credit for access to Collections of
the Anthropology Division of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH cat. no. 76660.
This bowl-shaped vessel is decorated with a series of parallel incised lines that are filled
with punctations. Several frog effigy vessels have been discovered in northwest Florida that are
similar in form. One such vessel from Walton’s Camp (Fort Walton Temple Mound) is much
like the Picnic vessel in shape, but lacks incising and punctations (Brose and White 1999:72-73).
Another similar vessel was discovered at the Curlee (8Ja7) site in Jackson County, Florida
(White 1982).
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Additional temporally-diagnostic Safety Harbor-period ceramic types represented in the
Picnic Mound artifact assemblage include Englewood Incised, Sarasota Incised, Lake Jackson
Plain, and Point Washington Incised. As with Safety Harbor Incised, these types are also
commonly found in Safety Harbor burial mounds. Common vessel styles for these types include
cylindrical beakers, collared jars, bird effigy bowls, and other bowl forms (Luer 2002:95).
Englewood Incised (Figure 5.7) is a common ceramic type that dates to the Englewood
Phase (A.D. 900-1000). Englewood Incised vessels often exhibit rectilinear designs with simple
curvilinear elements (Willey 1949:472). Parallel incising forms bands that are alternately
decorated with punctations (Willey 1949:472).
Point Washington Incised (Figure 5.8) along with Safety Harbor Incised is a diagnostic
pottery type that is used to differentiate the Pinellas Phase from the Englewood Phase (Mitchem
1989:564). Typical design elements include complicated scroll patterns, loop figures, diamond
and v-shaped figures and combinations of rectilinear and curvilinear elements (Willey
1949:463). Common vessel forms include shallow, flattened-globular, and casuela bowls, as well
as short-collared jars and bottles. This pottery type has a broad geographic range; Point
Washington Incised is found in northwest Florida, where Safety Harbor Incised is classified as
Fort Walton Incised.
One research direction posited by archaeologists studying the Safety Harbor culture is to
gain a greater understanding of the locus of manufacture of ceramic vessels. Simpson (1937:9)
commented in his notes that Matthew Stirling observed that aboriginal ceramic artifacts found in
the area between the Manatee and Caloosahatchee Rivers were characterized by pear-shaped jars
and bottles, and it appeared that the ceramics from Picnic Mound were more closely related to
the vessels from this area than to those from other mounds in Hillsborough County.
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Figure 5.7. Example of Englewood Incised from the Picnic Mound. Credit for access to
Collections of the Anthropology Division of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH
cat. no. 76680.

Figure 5.8. Point Washington Incised sherd from the Picnic Mound. Credit for access to
Collections of the Anthropology Division of the Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH
cat. no. 76724.
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To examine Simpson’s statement, I conducted a small pXRF study to see if there were
measurable differences in the elemental composition between the plain ceramics from Driggers’s
property and the decorated pottery form the burial mound, as well as between Picnic Mound and
Jones Mound, Thomas Mound, and the Buck Island Mound. For this study, I examined a total of
30 potsherds from the Picnic Mound site (8Hi3), 11 sherds from the burial mound and 19 sherds
from Driggers’s property. Additionally, I examined 43 sherds from Jones Mound, 8 from
Thomas Mound, 12 from the Buck Island mound, and two of unknown provenience. The
FLMNH catalog information for the two unknown sherds only says that these artifacts are from
Hillsborough County mounds. These samples consist of plain and decorated wares from
mortuary context. A list of the pXRF study samples is presented in Appendix E. Due to
inconsistencies between the measured quantities of certain elements for the two tests collected
for each sherd, I eliminated two samples, one from Jones and one from Buck Island from my
analyses. The primary objective of this study is to see if the mortuary ceramics at Picnic Mound
were made of similar materials as the plain pottery found on Driggers’s property, suggesting that
ornate burial ceramics were likely manufactured locally.
These data were used to construct bivariate scatter plots of element ratios and conduct a
principal component analysis (PCA) in an effort to identify any meaningful groupings of
samples. Typical elements measured by pXRF include- K (potassium), Ca (calcium), Ti
(titanium), Mn (manganese), Fe (iron), Zn (zinc), As (arsenic), Rb (rubidium), Sr (strontium), Zr
(zirconium), Ba (barium), Hg (mercury), Y (yttrium), Nb (Niobium), and Pb (lead) (Liritzis and
Zacharias 2011:117; Robert Tykot, personal communication, 2014). The element ratios used to
construct the scatterplots include Zr/Sr vs. Rb/Sr. Elements selected for the PCA include- Rb, Sr,
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Zr, Ba, and Ti. Figure 5.9 is an X-Y graph of the samples from the Picnic Mound site. This graph
indicates that the plain ceramics from the probable village area form somewhat of a cluster,
indicating that they are manufactured from fairly similar materials, whereas most of the
decorated ceramics from the burial mound appear above the cluster indicating they were
constructed from a different material source.

Figure 5.9. Scatterplot generated from the pXRF study displaying element ratios Zr/Sr vs. Rb/Sr
for selected sherds from the Picnic Mound and its village component (each symbol represents a
single sherd).
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In Figure 5.10, an X-Y graph of the same elements for all the samples tested reveals there
are multiple sources for materials in the Tampa Bay area. Based upon these initial analyses, I
conducted a PCA for the ceramics from the Picnic Mound site and for all combined samples. As
the X-Y graph indicated, the PCA of the sherds from the Picnic Mound site illustrates that in
general the decorated pottery from the burial mound tested was manufactured from different
material sources than the village ceramics (Figure 5.11). There are, however, two samples of
decorated wares that fall within the village ceramic cluster indicating that they were locally
manufactured. These two samples are both Papys Bayou series ceramics, a chalky-paste Weeden
Island Pottery type, and the only temporally diagnostic Weeden Island sherds tested.

Figure 5.10. Scatterplot generated from the pXRF study displaying element ratios Zr/Sr vs. Rb/Sr
for selected sherds from Buck Island, Jones Mound, Picnic Mound, Picnic Mound Village,
Thomas Mound, and two sherds from unknown mounds in Hillsborough County (each symbol
represents a single sherd).
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The PCA for all the samples show that aboriginal ceramics from around Tampa Bay have
measurable compositional differences, indicating that each site used a number of different
material sources during pottery manufacture, and that it is likely that ceramics moved between
sites (Figure 5.12). It is interesting to note that four samples, all from the Picnic Mound appear
farthest to the right along the x-axis of the graph, which indicates that these samples came from a
different source than that of the other material tested. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that at
least some ceramics at Picnic Mound may have had a different origin than ceramics excavated
from other WPA sites, as suggested by Simpson.

Figure 5.11. Scatterplot generated from the PCA results for selected sherds from the Picnic
Mound and its village component (each symbol represents a single sherd).
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Figure 5.12. Scatterplot generated from PCA results for selected sherds from Buck Island, Jones
Mound, Picnic Mound, Picnic Mound Village, Thomas Mound, and two sherds from unknown
mounds in Hillsborough County (each symbol represents a single sherd).
While there are a growing number of pXRF studies from Florida, in general there are few
published papers on the elemental analysis of pottery in the Southeast (Tykot et al. 2013:234).
As research like that presented here demonstrates, pXRF can, in a non-destructive manner,
measure meaningful differences in the elemental composition of pottery. It is likely that this
technology will become increasingly important to study manufacturing and interaction. While
pXRF is not a “one size fits all” technology for addressing all research questions dealing with
elemental composition, it does provide researchers an option to examine archaeological materials
that may otherwise not be available for destructive analysis techniques.
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Shell
Although the Picnic Mound is an inland site, it appears that marine shell objects have
importance in burial ritual. Shell burial objects included an intentionally-arranged cache of large
conch shells, numerous shell beads, several large conch shell dippers, and a large shell hammer.
Shell dippers, usually made from lightning whelk or horse conch, provide evidence that
the people who constructed the Picnic Mound engaged in the “Black Drink” ceremony, a
purification ritual meant to cleanse impurities associated with death (Mitchem et al. 1985:29).
Black drink was a tea made from yaupon holly that provided caffeine; it was served in shell
dippers or cups. In several cases shell dippers were found in direct association with individuals.
Shell beads were also found associated with several burials. Unfortunately, Simpson does
not provide much description of recovered beads other than to say most of them were large,
suggesting they were made from either lightning whelk or horse conch. The most spectacular
recovery of 40 shell beads was possibly associated with Burial #40, and it is easy to speculate
that these shell beads were an important ritual item used to symbolize this young person’s special
place in the community.
Modified Bone
Three carved bone ornaments were discovered at Picnic Mound, two of which were
recovered during excavation of Burial #36 and described as being stained green by copper
(Bullen 1952:65-67; Simpson 1937:4). Interestingly, Burial #36 also had two large blue glass
beads suggesting these bone pendants may date to sometime after the European Contact period.
All three pendants are very similar to each other, and to bone pins found at Lake Jackson (8Le1),
Granada (8Da11), and Diego and Jenks Mound (8Sj8) (Wheeler and Coleman 1996:53).
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These pins, initially described by Simpson as pendants, have been researched by Wheeler
(1996:275) who has described them as baton-shaped, with deeply engraved diamond motifs also
seen on Mississippian shell gorgets and other artifacts. The baton-shape refers to a weapon that
appears in Mississippian art, including on some Safety Harbor Incised vessels (Waring and
Holder 1945, Mitchem 1989:361). The presence of Mississippian iconography on artifacts such
as bone pins and long-necked vessels found in peninsular Florida reflects broad geographical
participation in the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex.
Several excavation units contained fossilized bone objects including beads, a manatee rib
abrader, and unmodified petrified manatee bone. Fossilized bone is common in the rivers and
streams around Picnic Mound, and the presence of these objects is not surprising.
Stone
Simpson did not record much information regarding the quantities and types of stone
objects recovered during the Picnic Mound excavations. Projectile points appear to have been the
most common lithic artifact; Simpson (1937:9) describes them as “small triangular arrow points,
commonly called birdpoints.” Today they would be referred to as Pinellas Points, a local variant
of Middle Mississippi-period triangular points found throughout the southeastern United States
(Bullen 1968:12).
Notably, Simpson’s field notes mention that projectile points were very abundant in the
upper secondary mound, and became less abundant in the deeper portions of the lower mound.
This information provides a line of evidence that can be used to assign a relative date for Picnic
Mound use.
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Simpson makes no mention of lithic debitage recovered during excavation, but there were
several entries for stone scrapers and abraders. Several abraders are described as being made of
sandstone and one of the scrapers is described as being made of agatized coral.
Several ground stone pendants and a partially polished quartz pendant were also
recovered during excavations. Although not as abundant, these exotic stone items indicate
interaction with people outside the region, since this stone raw material is not native to the area.
Unlike some of the beautiful stone effigy pendants found at other Hillsborough County WPA
projects, the pendants recovered from Picnic Mound are fashioned in a plumb-bob style.
Glass Beads
One of the tasks of Simpson’s crews was sifting disturbed dirt from previous digging by
curio hunters to recover glass beads. Like the small triangular projectile points, Simpson
(1937:2) noted that glass beads and metallic objects were much more numerous in the secondary
mound, lending support to the idea that the upper mound was of post-Columbian construction.
The field notes only provide general descriptions of recovered glass beads, which include several
mentions of very small white, blue, and green beads, and two large blue glass beads (Figure
5.13). The large blue beads were the only items of European origin that could be directly
associated with a burial (Burial #36).
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Figure 5.13. Glass beads from Picnic Mound. Beads were placed on a string by museum staff at
the FLMNH for storage. Credit for access to Collections of the Anthropology Division of the
Florida Museum of Natural History, FLMNH Cat. No. 102466.
Mitchem (1989:103-104) provides a description of glass beads from Picnic Mound, and
notes that, in general, the beads recovered do not resemble a typical early sixteenth century
assemblage. The exceptions are green wire-wound seed beads and a marveled blue bead which
could date to the early sixteenth century. Also recovered were dark purple seed beads that are
very similar to 10 seed beads from an early sixteenth century burial at the Tatham Mound
(8Ci203).
Metal Objects
Simpson’s notes mention numerous metal objects excavated from the Picnic Mound
(Table 5.1), many of which are curated at the Florida Bureau of Archaeological Research (BAR)
in Tallahassee (Lori Collins, personal communication, 2014). Although only one metal artifact
was directly observed associated with a burial, their presence appears to be an important aspect
of mortuary practices. It is also important that most of the metal objects were recovered from the
disturbed upper mound.
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Table 5.1. Metal Objects from Picnic Mound.
Unit

Description
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2 Pieces of Native Lead, Copper covered ornament

91

Native Lead

144

Silver Dragon Pendant

164

Oxidized Iron Fragment

185

Silver Pendant

207

Copper Covered Ear Plugs

207

Oxidized Copper

209

Iron Fragments, Copper Fragments

225

Silver Ornament

227

Round Silver Ornament with Perforated Center

228

Small Iron Celt

229

Iron Fragment (3" in length)

231

Oxidized Iron Fragment

261
Trench
C

Silver Object
2 Iron Fragments (1 pointed)

Burial #52, the deepest excavated individual, contained a pair of copper-covered wood
ear plugs (Simpson 1937:83). Willey (1949:336) commented that the presence of ear plugs likely
indicated that the Picnic Mound was constructed prior to Safety Harbor times. Subsequent
research has shown that copper items, including ear plugs, are not uncommon finds in Safety
Harbor and Contact period context, so the presence of these items cannot be considered
temporally diagnostic. Copper and the other metals found at the Picnic Mound are exotic raw
materials, not found naturally in Florida, so the presence of these items suggests that the people
who constructed this mound did not live in isolation, but were engaged in a broader sphere of
interaction.
Like copper, silver objects are not unique finds at Safety Harbor sites. The Picnic Mound
contained several silver objects that are described by Simpson as being pendants and/or
ornaments. Perhaps the most interesting is a decorated kite-shaped pendant. This pendant
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exhibits zoomorphic elements that may be designed to represent a crested woodpecker face
(Allerton et al. 1984:18; Wheeler 1997:68).
Zoomorphic crested woodpecker design elements have been recognized on several metal
ceremonial tablets, a Contact period artifact that is geographically confined to southern and
south-central Florida and temporally associated with the Glades IIIc period (A.D. 1500-1760)
(Allerton et al. 1984:7). Wheeler’s (1997:79) research of these ornaments suggests the crested
woodpecker designs are a core symbol of southern Florida “Glades Cult” iconography. The
concept of a “Glades Cult” was proposed by Goggin in the late 1940s as a local expression of
ideas and beliefs inspired by Mississippian Southeastern Ceremonial Complex influence (Goggin
1947:275).
Iron objects recovered at Picnic Mound appear largely to have been oxidized fragments.
Simpson (1937:23), however, does mention finding a small iron celt in disturbed soil from
excavation unit 228. Iron celts have been recovered from other Safety Harbor burial mounds
including the Indian Field site (8Ll0039) and the Philip Mound (8Po446) (Mitchem 1989).
There are three occurrences of what Simpson describes as “native” lead. Since there are
no known lead-bearing ore deposits in Florida, I am assuming that Simpson is describing a raw
unmodified material. In most cases pure lead does not occur naturally, but rather is found in
association with other minerals such as silver and zinc. Additionally Simpson mentions
recovering galena from the primary mound. Galena is a mineral consisting of lead sulfide, and it
is the most common form of lead ore. It is likely that Simpson is using the terms galena and
“native” lead interchangeably. Florida natives would have had to obtain galena from sources far
to the north.
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Galena artifacts have occasionally been recovered from archaeological context in Florida
dating from early Woodland through the Historic periods. Well-known sites where galena has
been found include McKeithen, Royce Mound, Fort Center, the Pineland site, and Tatham
Mound (Austin 1993:301). Isotope analysis of galena artifacts from Royce Mound, Fort Center
(Mound A) and the Pineland Site (Brown’s Mound) indicates that the material recovered from
these sites originated in southeastern Missouri (Austin et al. 2000:129-130).
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Chapter Six: Discussion and Conclusions
It has been more than 60 years since Bullen (1952) published his important summary of
the Hillsborough County WPA archaeological investigations. During this time archaeologists
working in peninsular Florida have greatly increased knowledge of aboriginal life. New
technologies and a greater understanding of the region’s history make it possible to revisit
previously collected data to provide updated information and interpretation from past
investigations.
Models of Burial Practices
This thesis demonstrates that there is value in reexamining extant archaeological data to
test models of ancient cultural practices. As the vertical distribution of burials at Picnic Mound
show, there does not appear to be a progression of mode of burial in which flexed burials are
replaced by bundled burials as predicted by Bullen’s model. Furthermore, considering that Safety
Harbor pottery types makeup the highest percentage of pottery types recovered, and flexed
burials makeup the highest percentage of burial types observed, it is not possible to make a
correlation between bundle burial and Safety Harbor pottery as suggested by Bullen. Therefore,
these data do not support Bullen’s model of changing burial practices through time, and the
mode of burial cannot be used to ascribe the temporal placement of burial mounds, as suggested
by Mitchem (1988:105).
While it is conceivable there are cases in which Bullen’s model is relevant, it cannot be
applied to all burial mound sites in the central Gulf Coast of Florida. This examination of Picnic
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Mound burial practices shows it is not possible to make generalizations about the deposition of
the dead, which is important for increasing our understanding of cultural change through time.
Safety Harbor Habitation Areas and Demographics
Since Simpson’s investigation was restricted to the burial mound he did not provide any
archaeological information for adjacent areas, so Bullen was not able to discuss any additional
habitation areas. The USF investigation provides new data that indicates an adjacent village
component to the west-southwest of the Picnic Mound. This is important because as Mitchem
(2012:176) notes, many Safety Harbor period burial mounds located inland appear to occur away
from habitation areas.
Additionally the observed burial practices at Picnic Mound reveal information about the
people who constructed this sacred space. The mortuary population is varied with males and
females, young and old being represented. There does appear to be a bias towards males, but
methods used to determine sex are unclear. The population buried in this mound is likely
associated with the village area indicated by the artifacts discovered near the Picnic Mound.
The proximity of the village component may suggests that the Picnic Mound was unusual
in terms of “typical” inland Safety Harbor settlement and burial mound construction practices.
Another possibility is that a burial mound with an associated village is not unusual for inland
Safety Harbor sites, as archaeological testing of inland burial mound sites has not been adequate
in locating associated village areas. Archaeological investigations directed toward identifying
possible village components of inland Safety Harbor mounds is a direction for future research
that needs to be considered.
The artifact assemblage provides clues to understand aboriginal interaction, and how
ideas and beliefs traveled. The presence of exotic materials in the artifact assemblage of the
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Picnic Mound clearly demonstrates that the people who constructed this mound did not live in
isolation, but interacted with other dispersed populations. To address questions concerning
cultural development and interaction it is necessary to examine and compare observed behaviors
in the archaeological record across time and space. Since the Picnic Mound excavations,
archaeologists now have a clearer understanding of how ceramic artifact assemblages have
changed through time.
Chronology and Relationships
Bullen suggests that the Picnic Mound was constructed as early as A.D. 1000, likely
based on the presence of flexed burial types. The cultural sequence used by Bullen (1952:2)
places the initial construction of this site during the Late Woodland Weeden Island phase.
Subsequent research has refined cultural sequences, and we now would assign a date of A.D.
1000 to the early Safety Harbor phase. Given the minimal occurrence of Weeden Island pottery
types recovered, it is likely that the Picnic Mound was constructed during the Englewood phase
of the Safety Harbor period, but the high occurrence of Safety Harbor Incised and Pinellas
Incised pottery suggests there was a substantial increase in activity during the Pinellas phase that
continued into the Contact period.
Several artifacts and pottery types from the Picnic Mound have features that are similar to
those of artifacts found in the Glades region of southern Florida. Geographically, the Picnic
Mound is situated in an interesting area between the Glades peoples of southern Florida and the
large Safety Harbor temple mound/village sites to the west. Considering the richness of the
artifact assemblage from the Picnic Mound, this area was an important location for early
commerce and the movement of people. One could speculate that the people who constructed the
Picnic Mound engaged in some aspect of trade, possibly of marine shell, which would explain
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the presence of conch or whelk artifacts used as grave goods (Mitchem 2012:181). The pXRF
results from the Picnic Mound samples also indicate that there was some form of trade or
exchange of Safety Harbor series pottery, based on the compositional differences between the
plain village ceramics and the decorated mortuary pottery.
Using New Technologies
In addition to examining Bullen’s burial model, an objective of this thesis is to
demonstrate several technologies that allow archaeological materials and information to be
examined, presented, and shared in ways not previously possible. For example, laser scanning
technology allows researchers to create highly accurate three-dimensional digital models of
artifacts that can be measured and colorized in various ways to extract information without the
need to handle the actual object. Data created from the laser scanning process also allows
artifacts to be 3-dimensionally (3D) printed, which produces an exact replica of the scanned
object.
There is enormous potential in 3D printing for public archaeology because it effectively
lets people interact with physical reproductions of artifacts that otherwise would be too fragile or
rare to be accessible to the public. These replicas can be useful for sharing, teaching, and visual
analysis. Additionally, 3D models allow for metrological and morphological characterization and
comparative research studies. Models can also be scaled, so it is possible to reproduce not only
small artifacts, but also large archaeological features and landscapes. Entire sites can be
documented with laser scanning and reproduced to a scale that can be displayed in a museum or
classroom. Additionally, digital models used to make 3D prints can also be used to create online
museums and displays that allow visitors the opportunity to view and interact with
archaeological objects via the internet.
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Like laser scanning, GIS capabilities are allowing data to be analyzed and exhibited
quickly in new and innovative ways. While GIS mapping and analysis is a common aspect of
modern archaeological research, this thesis project shows that even old excavation data can
provide useful information to reconstruct past archaeological excavations digitally, and in many
cases provide previously unknown information about sites.
Today for legal and ethical reasons, it is uncommon for archaeologists to excavate
aboriginal burial mounds in the United States, so investigations like those conducted under the
WPA are an important source of information for studying past mortuary practices. It is my hope
that this thesis demonstrates that, with modern technologies, these data can still provide
tremendous research potential especially when combined with spatial data techniques such as
with a GIS approach.
Additionally, WPA field notes and artifacts are a valuable resource for public
archaeology, especially if they can become accessible; hence the appendices in this thesis, so that
future researchers can utilize them. Master’s theses, like this one, are available online through
the University of South Florida library. Additionally artifact collections and field notes can be
digitized and used to create virtual online exhibits, and objects 3D printed, allowing individuals
to handle and inspect exact replicas of archaeological materials.
Finally, information derived from my thesis research will be used to update the Florida
Master Site File (FMSF), and be available for access to the research community at
http://aist.usf.edu (Picnic Mound project page). I hope to have made a beginning for future
archaeological research on the archaeology of the Safety Harbor period in Hillsborough County.
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Appendix A: J. Clarence Simpson’s Unpublished Picnic Mound Field Notes
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Appendix B: Florida Museum of Natural History Picnic Mound Collection
Inventory
Table B1. Florida Museum of Natural History Picnic Mound Collection Inventory
Accession #

Ceramic Type

Description

76666

Unknown

9 1/2" diameter bowl with stamped herringbone design

76667

Pinellas Incised

Upper portion of bowl with rim

76661

Safety Harbor Incised

Long-necked bottle

76660

Fort Walton Incised

76659

Unknown

Frog effigy
Small bowl reddish-brown color with incising. Punctations and prefired
kill hole.

76658

Dunns Creek Red

7 1/4" diameter by 11" high plain bottle painted red with hole in bottom

76714

Sand Tempered Plain

Potsherd-large piece of rim

76715

St. Johns Check Stamp

Potsherd

76712

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherd-large piece of rim

76713

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherd

76710

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherd-large piece of rim

76711

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherds-6 specimens

76709

St. Johns Plain

Potsherd with rim

76708

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherd-large piece of rim

76706

Pinellas Incised

Potsherd-2 sprcimens

76707

Pinellas Incised

Large rim sherd decorated with coarse incised lines

76704

Sarasota Incised

Potsherd

76705

Papys Bayou Punctate

Potsherd

76702

Belle Glade Plain

Potsherd- 2 large specimens

76703

Pinellas Incised

Potsherds-5 specimens

76700

Potsherd

76701

Pinellas Incised
Pinellas Incised/ Englewood
Incised

76698

Safety Harbor Incised

Small rim sherd with fine incised lines and punctations

76699

Fort Walton Incised

Small decorated potsherd

76696

Unknown Incised

Small decorated potsherd

76697

Safety Harbor Incised

Small decorated potsherd with incised lines and punctations

76694

Smooth Plain

Small piece of bottom of a bowl with a hole in it

76695

Sand Tempered Plain

Large potsherd of plainware

76692
76693

Pinellas Plain

Large sherd of plain ware

Sand Tempered Plain

Large sherd of plain ware

2 small decorated specimens
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Table B1. cont. Florida Museum of Natural History Picnic Mound Collection Inventory
Accession #

Ceramic Type

Description

76690

Belle Glade Plain

Large sherd of plain ware

76691

Belle Glade Plain

3 small specimens of plain ware

76688

Smooth Plain

Small sherd of plain ware

76689

Belle Glade Plain

2 small rim sherd of plain ware

76686

Smooth Plain

Large sherd of plain ware

76687

Papys Bayou Punctate

Small rim sherd decorated with punctations

76684

Englwood Incised

2 small specimens decorated with incised lines and round punctations

76685

Moundville Incised

Small rim sherd with incised lines

76682

Lake Jackson Plain

Large rim sherd decorated with four tubercles near the rim

766831

St. Johns Check Stamp

Large rim sherd decorated with check stamps

76680

Safety Harbor Incised

3 specimens - 2 rim sherds decorated with incised lines and punctations

76681

Unknown

large rim sherd decorated with incised lines and round punctations

76678

Lake Jackson Plain

Small sherd of plain ware

76679

Weeden Island Incised

76676

Weeden Island Punctate

Small rim sherd decorated with incised lines
Small rim sherd decorated with incised lines and punctures (small
drilled hole)

76677

Lake Jackson Plain

76674

Englwood Incised

Small sherd of plain ware
large rim sherd decorated with heavy incised lines and crescent shaped
punctures

76675

Pinellas Incised

Small rim sherd decorated with heavy incised line scrolls

76672

Pinellas Incised

Large sherd with rim decorated with incised lines around the bowl

76673

Englwood Incised

Large sherd with rim decorated with incised lines and punctures

76670

Fort Walton Incised

Large sherd with rim decorated with coarse incised lines

76671

St Johns Check Stamp

Large sherd with rim decorated with check stamps

76734

Belle Glade Plain

Small sherd of plain ware with rim

76735

Belle Glade Plain

Large sherds of plain ware - 2 specimens

76668

Pinellas - Notched Rim

2 specimens decorated with notches on the edge of the rim

76669

Safety Harbor Incised

2 specimens - approx. 1/2 bowl with herringbone decoration

76664

Lake Jackson Plain

Large sherd with rim and 2 handles

76665

Pinellas Incised

Small sherd with rim decorated with incised lines

76662

Fort Walton Incised

6 specimens-2 large sherds with rim and deep incised work

76663

Pinellas Incised

5 specimens all with rim decorated with incised lines

76718

Pinellas Incised

8 specimens with incised lines and punctations

76719

Belle Glade Plain

large sherd with rim

76716

Belle Glade Plain

Small sherd with rim

76717

Belle Glade Plain

2 thick heavy specimens of plain ware

76726

Papys Bayou Punctate

Small sherd decorated with punctured lines

76727

Papys Bayou Punctate

Small sherd decorated with punctured lines

76724

Pinellas Incised

Large rim sherd decorated with broad deep incised line work

76725

Smooth Plain

Small rim sherd of plain ware

76722

Pinellas Plain

Large sherd with rim
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Table B1. cont. Florida Museum of Natural History Picnic Mound Collection Inventory
Accession #

Ceramic Type

Description

76723

St Johns Check Stamp

76720

Fort Walton Incised

8 specimens decorated with check stamps
Large sherd with rim decorated with incised lines, punctures, and deep
notches on the rim

76721

Sand Tempered Plain

Large sherd with rim

76730

Belle Glade Plain

Large sherd with rim

76731

Belle Glade Red

Large sherd with rim

76728

Belle Glade Plain

4 specimens with rim

76729

Sand Tempered Plain

4 specimens with rim
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Appendix C: J. Clarence Simpson’s Picnic Mound Excavation Map

Figure C1. Simpson’s Excavation Grid Map
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Figure C2. Scaled profile drawing of Picnic Mound (a.k.a Thatcher Mound) from Simpson’s unpublished field notes.
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Appendix D: Summary of University of South Florida Picnic Mound Shovel
Testing
Table D1. University of South Florida Shovel Test Result Data
USF Shovel
Test Location
500 N/500 E

FS #

Stratigraphy

Material Culture

1

0-31 Light Gray Sand - loose and dry
31-78 Dark Gray Silty Sand - semi-moist
78-100 Dark Gray Silty Sand - moist and compact

2 Lithic Flakes

500 N/490 E

2

0-23 cm Dark Grayish Brown Sand - slightly moist
23-84 cm Brown Sand - slightly moist and loose
84-100 cm Dark Yellowish Brown - slightly compact

10 Lithic Flakes 24-80
1 Charred wood at 98 cm

460 N/520 E

3

0-37 cm Very Light Gray Silty Sand - dry
37-76 cm Very Dark Grayish Brown Silty Sand - moist
76-100 cm Dark Grayish Brown Silty Sand - slightly moist

1 Lithic Flake

510 N/500 E

4

0-24 cm Dark Gray - slightly moist and loose
24-100 cm Very Dark Grayish Brown - compact and moist

2 Lithic Flakes 25-32 cm
1 Pot Sherd 48 cm
1 Hickory Nut 48 cm

510N/490E

5

0-39 cm Very Dark Grayish Brown Sand - loose and slightly moist
39-128 cm Gray loose Sand - moist and compact at bottom

3 Lithic Flakes

520N/590E

6

0-12 cm Dark Grayish Brown Sand
12-22 cm Brown Slightly Loose Sand - moist
22-100 cm Light Brownish Gray -very moist and loose

3 Lithic Flakes 49-100 cm
9 pieces Charcoal 30 cm
1 River Pebble 150 cm

510N/480E

7

0-25 cm Dark Gray Sand
25-67 cm Dark Grayish-Brown Sand
67-100 cm Light Gray Sand

5 Lithic Flakes 10-84 cm

520N/500E

8

0-60 cm Brown Loose Silty Sand
60-100 cm Dark Grayish Brown Silty Sand -compact

570N/510E

9

0-9 cm Dark Gray Sand - loose and semi-moist
9-16 cm VeryDark Grayish Brown Sand- moist and loose
16-100 cm Gray Sand- moist and loose

14 Potsherds
1 Lithic Flake
1 Faun. Bone Frag 60 cm
2 Lithic Flakes

560N/510E

10

0-22 cm Very Dark Grayish Brown Sand - loose
22-77 cm Grayish Brown Sand - slightly moist
77-100 cm Light Brownish Gray Sand - very moist

2 Lithic Flakes 59-69 cm
6 Potsherds 5-57 cm

520N/510E

11

0-81 cm Very Dark Gray Brown Sand
81-100 cm Gray Brown Silty Sand - moist and compact

2 Lithic Flakes 57-72 cm
5 Potsherds 57-69 cm

550N/510E

12

0-30 cm Very Dark Gray Sand
30-54 cm Very Dark Grayish Brown Silty Sand -semi-moist
54-100 cm Dark Grayish Brown Silty Sand - loose semi moist

2 Lithic Flakes 30 -50 cm
11 Potsherds 30-82 cm

540N/510E

13

0-26 cm Dark Grayish Brown Sand - dry and loose
26-82 cm Dark Olive Brown Sand - compact and semi-moist
82-102 cm Brown Sand- loose and semi-moist

5 Lithic Flakes 26-89 cm
3 Potsherds 22 cm
4 U.I.D 20-24 cm

510N/510E

14

0-30 cm Dark Gray Sand
30-100 cm Very Dark Gray Sand - loose and dry

5 Lithic Flakes 34-98 cm
3 Potsherds 34-98 cm

530N/510E

15

0-24 cm Very Dark Gray Brown Silty Sand -loose and dry
24- 77 cm Very Dark Gray Silty Sand
77-100 cm Yellowish Brown Silty Sand - dry and loose

2 Lithic Flakes 69-96 cm
3 Potsherds 32-69 cm
1 Faun Bone Frag. 28 cm
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Appendix E: pXRF Sample List and Test Results
Table E1. pXRF Sample List and Test Results
pXRF
File #

Location

Date

Accession #

Provienence

Comments

14160

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-21

Jones Mound

Plain

14161

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-24

Jones Mound

Plain

14162

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-16

Jones Mound

Plain

14163

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-20

Jones Mound

Plain

14164

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-8

Jones Mound

Plain

14165

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-22

Jones Mound

Plain

14166

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-34

Jones Mound

Plain

14167

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-31

Jones Mound

Plain

14168

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-18

Jones Mound

Plain

14169

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-37

Jones Mound

Plain

14170

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-11

Jones Mound

Plain

14171

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-14

Jones Mound

Notched Rim

14172

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-03

Jones Mound

Plain

14173

USF

3/16/2011

8-Hi-4-23

Jones Mound

Plain

14174

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-27

Jones Mound

Plain

14175

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-26

Jones Mound

Plain

14176

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-13

Jones Mound

Faint Incising

14177

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-4

Jones Mound

Plain

14178

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-25

Jones Mound

Plain

14179

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-17

Jones Mound

Plain

14180

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-06

Jones Mound

Plain

14181

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-09

Jones Mound

Plain

14182

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-29

Jones Mound

Plain

14183

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-19

Jones Mound

Plain

14184

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-10

Jones Mound

Plain

14185

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-30

Jones Mound

Plain

14186

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-5

Jones Mound

Plain

14187

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-12

Jones Mound

Plain

14188

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-28

Jones Mound

Plain

14189

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-15

Jones Mound

Incised Lines

14190

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-32

Jones Mound

Plain
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Table E1. cont. pXRF Sample List and Test Results
pXRF
File #
14191

Location

Date

Accession #

Provienence

Comments

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-7

Jones Mound

Plain

14192

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-35

Jones Mound

Plain

14193

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-33

Jones Mound

Plain

14194

USF

3/18/2011

8-Hi-4-36

Jones Mound

Plain

14195

USF

3/21/2011

FS # 10

Picnic Mound

Plain

14196

USF

3/21/2011

FS # 10

Picnic Mound

Plain

14197

USF

3/21/2011

FS # 10

Picnic Mound

Plain

14198

USF

3/21/2011

FS # 10

Picnic Mound

Plain

14199

USF

3/21/2011

FS # 10

Picnic Mound

Plain

14200

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 4

Picnic Mound

Plain

14201

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 5

Picnic Mound

Plain

14202

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 8

Picnic Mound

Plain

14202

USF

5/11/2011

FS #

Picnic Mound

Plain

14203

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 11

Picnic Mound

Plain

14204

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 12

Picnic Mound

Plain

14205

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 12

Picnic Mound

Plain

14206

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 12

Picnic Mound

Plain

14207

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 12

Picnic Mound

Plain

14208

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 13

Picnic Mound

Plain

14209

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 13

Picnic Mound

Plain

14210

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 14

Picnic Mound

Plain

14211

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 14

Picnic Mound

Plain

14212

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 15

Picnic Mound

Plain

14213

USF

5/11/2011

FS # 15

Picnic Mound

Plain

14214

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-30

Buck Island

Plain

14215

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-27

Buck Island

Plain

14216

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-23

Buck Island

Notched

14217

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-29

Buck Island

Plain

14218

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-24

Buck Island

Punctated

14219

USF

5/11/2011

8-Hi-6-26

Buck Island

Incised Lines

14220

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76799

Jones Mound

Small Plain Bowl

14221

FLMNH

5/27/2011

77809

Hillsborough Co.

Possible Jones Mound,
Reconstructed Decorated Beaker

14222

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76737

Buck Island

Decorated Bowl with Lugs

14223

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76803

Jones Mound

Bottle Neck

14224

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76513

Thomas Mound

Reconstructed Bowl

14225

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76798

Jones Mound

Jar

14226

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76502

Thomas Mound

Reconstructed Bowl

14227

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76795

Jones Mound

Decorated Pot
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Table E1. cont. pXRF Sample List and Test Results
pXRF
File #
14228

Location

Date

Accession #

Provienence

Comments

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76736

Buck Island

4 Large Sherds from Same Vessel

14229

FLMNH

5/27/2011

77808

Hillsborough Co.

Decorated Sherd

14230

FLMNH

5/27/2011

76505

Thomas Mound

Broken Decorated Bowl

14231

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76740 / 3422

Buck Island

Reconstructed Bowl

14232

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76796

Jones Mound

Reconstructed Bowl

14233

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76797

Jones Mound

Reconstructed Bowl

14234

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76800

Jones Mound

Small Plain Bowl

14235

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76739

Buck Island

Reconstructed Bowl

14236

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76741

Buck Island

Reconstructed Bowl

14237

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76743

Buck Island

Reconstructed Bowl

14238

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76506

Thomas Mound

Reconstructed Bowl

14239

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76666

Picnic Mound

Large Complicated Stamped Jar

14240

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76507

Thomas Mound

Small Reconstructed Jar

14241

FLMNH

6/3/2011

77801

Jones Mound

Possible 76801, Large Bowl

14242

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76522

Thomas Mound

Large Decorated Bowl

14243

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76520

Thomas Mound

Jar with Linear Punctations

14244

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76514

Thomas Mound

Jar with Linear Punctations

14245

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76683

8Hi3

Saint John's Check Stamp

14246

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76703

8Hi3

Safety Harbor Incised and Punctated

14247

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76700

8Hi3

Safety Harbor Incised and Indentate

14248

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76705

8Hi3

Dentate Stamped Papys Bayou

14249

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76706

8Hi3

Indeterminate Incised

14250

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76724

8Hi3

Point Washington

14251

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76680

8Hi3

Englewood

14252

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76968

8Hi3

Safety Harbor Incised

14253

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76726

8Hi3

Papys Bayou Punctate

14254

FLMNH

6/3/2011

76697

8Hi3

Safety Harbor Incised and Punctated

Table E2. Values of Elements Found for Each Analysis Completed
Site

File #

Ba

Rb

Sr

Zr

Ti

Jones

14160

29170

125

105

130

7970

Jones

14161

4240

119

98

86

3253

Jones

14162

7728

122

99

97

4311

Jones

14163

7018

120

97

93

4118

Jones

14164

6069

128

111

81

3915

Jones

14165

4949

121

99

96

3523

Jones

14166

14468

141

129

122

5968
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Table E2. cont. Values of Elements Found for Each Analysis Completed
Site

File #

Ba

Rb

Sr

Zr

Ti

Jones

14167

19843

144

207

109

6644

Jones

14168

25748

146

108

125

7793

Jones

14169

29684

126

99

126

7996

Jones

14170

3512

131

106

73

3016

Jones

14171

25005

124

100

132

7377

Jones

14172

6022

126

128

87

3921

Jones

14173

4033

123

109

78

3193

Jones

14174

24058

133

103

132

7323

Jones

14175

21216

122

96

127

6821

Jones

14176

5125

128

109

82

3590

Jones

14177

4812

129

110

78

3450

Jones

14178

17647

122

96

117

6283

Jones

14179

7971

120

96

85

4325

Jones

14180

4397

128

103

74

3372

Jones

14181

5593

131

122

87

3743

Jones

14182

16366

122

95

124

6070

Jones

14183

3863

119

97

86

3095

Jones

14184

4990

128

104

83

3618

Jones

14185

17522

122

107

109

6259

Jones

14186

3708

127

126

73

3063

Jones

14187

5407

125

106

80

3702

Jones

14188

14313

125

96

123

5718

Jones

14189

25702

134

102

131

7597

Jones

14190

8415

118

110

102

4438

Jones

14191

7305

124

106

89

4212

Jones

14192

5031

119

106

79

3569

Jones

14193

15609

120

111

125

5901

Jones

14194

30437

136

101

135

8249

Picnic_Vill

14195

15504

127

107

95

5911

Picnic_Vill

14196

4239

118

93

80

3227

Picnic_Vill

14197

12549

123

108

88

5361

Picnic_Vill

14198

11032

122

103

97

5025

Picnic_Vill

14199

10658

123

102

99

4964

Picnic_Vill

14200

16104

119

125

89

5970

Picnic_Vill

14201

10721

121

99

88

4975

Picnic_Vill

14202

11747

123

104

92

5174

Picnic_Vill

14203

9213

126

114

81

4658
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Table E2. cont. Values of Elements Found for Each Analysis Completed
Site

File #

Ba

Rb

Sr

Zr

Ti

Picnic_Vill

14204

4647

118

107

88

3375

Picnic_Vill

14205

10850

121

105

107

4990

Picnic_Vill

14206

13057

123

100

101

5424

Picnic_Vill

14207

10694

120

95

95

4961

Picnic_Vill

14208

9114

119

99

91

4531

Picnic_Vill

14209

9229

122

101

85

4632

Picnic_Vill

14210

14585

122

94

100

5746

Picnic_Vill

14211

9061

123

111

88

4613

Picnic_Vill

14212

13931

122

104

90

5619

Picnic_Vill

14213

7690

124

111

81

4270

Buck

14214

12337

125

96

109

5341

Buck

14215

11387

130

103

105

5204

Buck

14216

25492

121

103

127

7404

Buck

14217

22208

120

96

129

6934

Buck

14218

19582

122

100

126

6560

Buck

14219

13322

126

107

102

5505

Jones

14220

4991

129

114

96

3538

Unknown

14221

17037

130

103

115

6246

Buck

14222

23550

126

99

132

7180

Jones

14223

21018

125

97

131

6782

Thomas

14224

12385

132

103

106

5341

Jones

14225

6733

128

95

80

4097

Thomas

14226

3765

128

114

81

3070

Jones

14227

8598

123

103

148

4468

Buck

14228

23254

135

108

119

6621

Unknown

14229

14621

130

107

115

5668

Thomas

14230

3979

122

130

86

2983

Buck

14231

13758

129

109

121

5633

Jones

14232

5941

140

110

82

3902

Jones

14233

9442

135

104

122

4756

Jones

14234

9946

122

110

95

4790

Buck

14235

14886

135

110

117

5881

Buck

14236

34884

145

999

123

8581

Buck

14237

3302

118

146

105

2885

Thomas

14238

12541

123

110

86

5364

Picnic_Md

14239

18229

125

107

128

6388

Thomas

14240

9260

124

152

88

4676
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Table E2. cont. Values of Elements Found for Each Analysis Completed
Site

File #

Ba

Rb

Sr

Zr

Ti

Jones

14241

4580

121

137

79

3342

Thomas

14242

16034

132

111

136

6026

Thomas

14243

5685

123

111

82

3733

Thomas

14244

2711

127

112

81

2640

Picnic_Md

14245

4818

127

112

72

3440

Picnic_Md

14246

27194

121

100

144

7639

Picnic_Md

14247

19125

124

111

121

6512

Picnic_Md

14248

11532

123

105

92

5071

Picnic_Md

14249

30055

127

111

116

8074

Picnic_Md

14250

34764

123

102

139

8587

Picnic_Md

14251

29239

122

100

133

7933

Picnic_Md

14252

35732

122

103

128

8685

Picnic_Md

14253

9616

123

109

102

4738

Picnic_Md

14254

33702

128

102

118

8388
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Appendix F: List of Abbreviations in Thesis
DEM: Digital Elevation Model
FDEP:Florida Department of Environmental Protection
FLMNH: Florida Museum of Natural History
GIS: Geographic Information System
PCA: Principal Component Analysis
pXRF: Portable X-ray Fluorescence
STP: Sand –Tempered Plain
SWFWMD: Southwest Florida Water Management District
TLS: Terrestrial Laser Scanning
USF: University of South Florida
WPA: Works Progress Administration
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